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Holladay, Tennessee 

The Holladay Ecclesia will host the October Gathering at their ecclesial 

hall on October 8-10.  Details have been sent via Ecclesial News, in the 

past, and bro. Jim Rankin will send further information in the coming 

weeks.  A count for attendees was taken at the Hye Gathering, but if you 

were not counted there, please contact bro. Jim to let him know you are 

coming. 

 

Editorial 
 
The subject of The Berean for this month is clause 24.  Clause 24 is the 

amended clause in the Birmingham Amended Statement of Faith.  The 

amendment was made necessary by the aggressive teaching of a false idea 

on the subject of judgment, by bro. J. J. Andrew.   

 

Bro. J. J. Andrew was from London and was among the most prominent 

brethren in the early days of the Truth.  When the first Christadelphian 

Fraternal Gathering was held, which was in 1872, bro. Andrew was the 

opening speaker.  His articles continually populate the early 

Christadelphian, giving very sound and detailed coverage to every 

conceivable topic, whether first principle, prophetic exposition, and walk 

and conduct issues.  He was among the brightest lights during the laying 

of the foundation of the Truth.  Bro. Roberts considered a book he wrote, 

originally named “Jesus Christ and Him Crucified,” now retitled “The 

Real Christ,” to be a primer for Elpis Israel. 

 

When Edward Turney renounced the teachings of Christadelphians on the 

Nature and Sacrifice of Christ, and began teaching his peculiar brand of 

heresy, bro. Andrew became his biggest and most prominent opponent.  

And his criticisms in those early days were perfect.  But as so often 

happens with extremes, as bro. Andrew and Edward Turney debated back 

and forth, bro. Andrew ultimately allowed himself to be driven into an 

extreme position, opposite of Edward Turney to be sure, but still away 

from sound Christadelphian teachings. Bro. Andrew had correctly 

understood the force of Paul's argument that sin had to exist in the body of 

Jesus, or, as bro. John Thomas said, it could not have been condemned 

there. But Turney's arguments that sin can be only moral and cannot be 

physical, confused bro. Andrew and led him to consider the possession of 

sinful flesh to be a moral (he liked the term legal) sin, not much different 

than the churches doctrine of "Original Sin."  
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Bro. Andrew began to teach that we are all born "guilty" of Adam's sin, 

that Christ (since he too, had this moral "sin in the flesh") was therefore 

born guilty of Adam's sin, and a "child of wrath" and ‘alienated from God” 

because of sin.  As he went on to develop and expand his thoughts, he 

eventually concluded that since we are all born guilty of Adam's sin, no 

one can come out of the grave to judgment who has not been cleansed from 

Adam's sin by baptism. (This happens to be the same reason that the 

churches baptize babies. Many churches of Christendom also believe that 

we are born "guilty" of Adam's sin, and that a baby must be baptized to be 

"forgiven" it.) 

 

He observed Paul’s reasoning in 1 Cor. 15 that as in Adam all die, and as 

in Christ, shall all be made alive.  He began to teach that if you are in 

Adam, that is, not baptized, you then cannot be made alive.  To this he 

concluded that you are baptized to be changed from morally or legally 

guilty, to being a new man in Christ. 

 

The established Christadelphian position had been from its foundation that 

it was "light" which made a person responsible to come out of the grave to 

judgment, not baptism. "Light" is not defined by Christadelphians. It is a 

metaphor for knowledge and understanding. Only God knows when a 

person has sufficient understanding of His plan to be responsible for his 

actions at the judgment seat of Christ. Refusing baptism will not hinder a 

man (who had "light") coming forth from the grave. 

 

In 1894 J. J. Andrew began insisting that all in his ecclesia embrace his 

views. This led to a long discussion among Christadelphians, 

a debate between bro. Andrew and the Christadelphian Magazine editor 

bro. Robert Roberts, and ultimately a division. The point of the 

controversy can be seen in the following questions from the debate. 

 

(J. J. Andrew) I am speaking about the moral. Is not "sin in the flesh" 

the subject of justification in a moral or legal sense (I think legal is 

better)? 

 

(R. Roberts) You are mixing up two terms. "Sin in the flesh" is a 

physical attribute, forgiveness is a moral relation. Do not confound 

the two. "Resurrectional Responsibility Debate". Q. 270. 

  

(J. J. Andrew) "Is "sin in the flesh" the subject of justification through 

the blood of Christ? 

  

(R. Roberts) "It will be ultimately." 

  

(J. J. Andrew) "Is it now? 
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(R. Roberts) "No; we have it with us now." 

  

(J. J. Andrew) "Is that proof that it is not the subject of justification? 

  

(R. Roberts) "It depends upon what you mean by justification; there 

are different kinds of justification, moral and physical." 

  

(J. J. Andrew) "I defined the term. I said acquittal from actual or 

imputed guilt." "Resurrectional Responsibility Debate". Q. 111-114. 

 

In the above, one can see the conflict between the original Christadelphian 

teaching as presented by bro. Roberts, and the new teaching of bro. 

Andrew. To bro. Andrew "sin in the flesh" was actual, or imputed guilt. It 

was a moral, or legal sin.  To bro. Roberts, it was a physical attribute, not 

needing forgiveness, but simply needing atonement, or cleansing.  And 

while they differed as to what needed to be atoned for (or cleansed from,) 

they both agreed that the mode of atonement was the blood shedding death 

of Christ. 

 

Edward Turney and bro. Andrew had started from the same erroneous 

point and reached opposite conclusions. Edward Turney said all sin is 

moral, and there is no such thing as physical sin; therefore, there is no such 

thing as "sin in the flesh." Bro. Andrew came to agree with him that all sin 

was moral but reached an opposite conclusion: possessing "sin in the 

flesh" was a moral crime. 

 

Building upon the idea that sin in the flesh was a moral crime, they 

determined baptism was essential to be forgiven from this moral crime.  

And ultimately, they reasoned that anyone not redeemed from this moral 

crime could not come out of the grave.  Not that they limited the power of 

God.  They didn’t.  They just concluded that according to the plan and 

purpose of God, He would not bring forth from the grave anyone not 

redeemed from Adam’s sin. 

 

The men who followed J. J. Andrew took the name "Advocates."  As we 

mentioned last month, the errorists, as they left the foundation 

Christadelphians joined together, and by the turn of the Century were 

becoming quite numerous.  The Partial Inspirationists had been named the 

Masonic Hall brethren, as they had rented the Masonic Lodge building.  

But now with the addition of the Advocates, as well as those who refused 

the Amendment to the Birmingham Amended Statement of Faith who 

referred to themselves as Unamended, they were now numerous enough 

to build their own meeting hall which they did on Suffolk Street in 
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Birmingham.  They thus became the Suffolk Street assemblies, and 

functioned independent of Birmingham till they were all united in 1956. 

 

The Aftermath 
 

During the J. J. Andrew discussions, it was clear there were (again) groups 

of individuals who were going to miss the center ground of 

Christadelphian belief. These men had argued so hard against bro. Andrew 

that they took an opposite extreme from him, back to the teachings of 

Edward Turney, only not going as far as Turney. And further, instead of 

the problems being confined to England, this new problem had now 

expanded to all continents where there were Christadelphians. 

 

These new teachers were quickly labeled as teaching "clean flesh", like 

Turney, but the label was confusing. Turney taught that Jesus had a 

different nature from the rest of human kind. To him, mankind had a 

defiled, sinful nature, (being guilty of Adam's sin) but Jesus' nature was 

"clean", or undefiled. This new group of men taught that Jesus' nature and 

mankind's nature were identical, but neither were sinful. They embraced 

the foundation principle of both Turney and Andrew, arguing that sin is 

moral, not physical. They concluded, therefore, that sinful flesh really 

cannot be considered sinful in any real sense. 

 

To this new group of men, the term "sinful flesh" was not a literal 

description of the physical condition of human nature as taught by the 

pioneer Christadelphians, nor was it guilt inherited from Adam as taught 

by Turney and Andrew, but rather only a symbolical expression. To them 

the flesh was not sin, but only symbolized sin. To them, Jesus did not 

destroy sin literally on the cross (as Christadelphians had taught), but 

symbolically destroyed sin through a symbolical sacrifice. 

 

The problem first broke out in England in 1898, in the teachings of Harold 

Fry.  

BOURNEMOUTH: "We have had trouble in our midst, which has 

resulted in division. Brother - - publicly proclaimed the doctrine that 

Jesus was not in a position requiring to offer himself as a sacrifice to 

secure his own redemption: that the sacrifice of Christ was required 

only to affect the salvation of actual transgressors. Jesus being no 

transgressor, for himself his sacrifice was not needed. 

 

This was quickly resolved by his meeting, and it had little effect on the 

brotherhood as a whole.  Bournemouth clarified their position to the 

ecclesial world, the following being the key statement in their clarification.  

Note how they reject bro. Andrew’s position pertaining to the legal guilt 
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associated with sin nature, while maintaining the need of Christ being 

redeemed from sin nature through his own sacrifice. 

“That the Scriptures teach: That Adam was created very good, and 

was then utterly devoid of that which the Scriptures style ‘sin in the 

flesh’; that from the time of his disobedience, and in consequence 

thereof, he had sin in his flesh; that sin in the flesh of his descendants, 

although not involving them in the moral guilt of Adam, has the 

power of death in them; that Jesus Christ, who was sinless as to 

character, by his sacrificial death and resurrection put away his sin 

nature (which was the only appointed means for the condemnation of 

sin in the flesh: that is, as a basis upon which it, the flesh, could be 

redeemed), and by which he destroyed the devil and death in relation 

to himself. That this destruction of sin and death by Jesus Christ has 

been made the basis of their future abolition in relation to all the 

righteous.” 

 

Shortly after the resolution of this problem, editor bro. Roberts died. The 

problem next broke out in 1902 in the teachings of John Bell in Australia. 

A division ensued and a new group of Christadelphians was formed, 

calling themselves the "Shield".  These functioned as separate from 

Birmingham till 1957 when they were united.  And of course, A. D. 

Strickler’s teaching which led to the Bereans separating from Birmingham 

in 1923 also came out of this same controversy.   

 

The end result is that the extremists who sided with the “Clean Flesh” 

perspective of Edward Turney, modern day men like John Martin and 

Matthew Trowell call the Berean position  “Andrewism.”  While modern 

day teachers of the Advocate position like Purcell, call the Berean position 

“Clean Flesh.” 
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THE JUDGMENT SEAT OF CHRIST; 
OR THE SECOND ADVENT IN RELATION TO THE 

HOUSEHOLD OF FAITH 
 

BY ROBERT ROBERTS 

 

WE use the phrase “resurrectional responsibility” in contrast with the 

responsibility of a more limited kind which attaches to every form of 

rational life, without involving a future state of existence by resurrection. 

Man per se has a moral responsibility to Deity, but it is only under the 

special circumstances we shall presently have to consider more fully that 

this goes beyond the relations of mortal existence.  

 

God is angry with the wicked (Psalm 8:2) because they are wicked, 

without any intention to bring them to individual account. The general 

destiny of the class is expressed in the statement that “the wicked shall be 

turned into sheol” (the grave, Psa. 9:17), and that the name of the wicked 

shall rot (Prov. 10:7).  The attitude of the Deity toward them is indicated 

by the flood, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the 

extermination of the seven nations of Canaan; these were summary and 

destructive exhibitions of His displeasure at the perversions of a creature 

naturally endowed with Elohistic capacities and affinities, but no proof 

that He intends to deal with those perversions in a “future state,” rather the 

contrary; it indicates the absence of accountability in these instances; for 

had there been a tribunal in reserve there would obviously have been 

neither justice nor necessity in the judicial visitation which swept untold 

myriads out of existence at the times referred to.  

 

Jude indicates the finality of the judgment in the case of Sodom; he says, 

“they are set forth for an example, SUEFERING the vengeance of eternal 

fire,” (a good illustration, by the way, of what eternal fire means in Bible 

language in opposition to orthodox views). Peter indicates the same thing 

in relation to the antediluvian world (2 Peter 2:5; 3:6), viz, that the flood 

was to them a consummating infliction of Divine judgment. This would 

appear upon the reading of the record; “And God looked upon the earth, 

and behold it was corrupt, for all flesh had corrupted his way upon the 

earth. And God said unto Noah, the end of all flesh is come before Me: for 

the earth is filled with violence through them, and behold, …every living 

substance that I have made will I destroy from off the face of the earth” 

(Genesis 6:12, 13; 7:4).  This was the end of “the old world.” 

 

Jewish responsibility was greater than that of the cast-off descendants of 

the rejected groundling of Eden because their relation to Deity was special, 

direct, and privileged. The responsibility originating in natural constitution 
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was supplemented by the obligations imposed by divine election, and 

arising out of the national contract entered into at Sinai, to be obedient to 

all that the Deity required—(Ex. 24:3, 7). This is recognised in the words 

of Yahweh by Amos, “You only have I known of all the families of the 

earth; THEREFORE will I punish you for all your iniquities” (Amos 3:2). 

Yet there is no evidence that this responsibility takes the individual form 

which it assumes in connection with the individual privileges of the 

gospel. The national sufferings of the Jews, in dispersion and privation, 

are evidently (both on the face of the testimony and on a consideration of 

the moral bearings of the case) a full discharge of the responsibility arising 

from national election. 

 

A responsibility lying in degree between that of the Jews and the outlying 

Gentiles attached itself to those nations that were in contact with the 

Jewish people. This is evident on many pages of the prophets. Take for 

instance the words addressed to the king of Tyre: “Thou hast been in Eden, 

the garden of God; …thou wast upon the holy mountain of God. Thou hast 

walked up and down in the midst of the ‘stones of fire’ …Because thou 

hast said against Jerusalem, Aha, she is broken that was the gates of the 

people; she is turned unto me; I shall be replenished now she is laid waste. 

Therefore, thus saith the Lord God, Behold I am against thee, O Tyrus, 

and will cause many nations to come up against thee, as the sea causeth 

her waves to come up” (Ezek. 28:13, 14; 26:2, 3).  

 

Take also similar words addressed to Ammon, Moab, Edom, and Philistia: 

To AMMON, “Because thou hast said, AHA, against My sanctuary when it 

was profaned, and against the land of Israel when it was desolate, and 

against the house of Judah when they went into captivity, Behold, 

therefore, I will deliver thee to the men of the east for a possession, &c” 

(Ezek 25:3, 4). To MOAB: “Because that Moab and Seir do say, Behold 

the house of Judah is like unto all the heathen, therefore, …I will execute 

judgments upon Moab” (Ez. 25:8–11). To EDOM: “Because that Edom 

hath dealt against the house of Judah by taking vengeance, and hath 

greatly offended and revenged himself upon them, therefore thus saith the 

Lord God, I will also stretch out Mine hand upon Edom,” &c (12–13). TO 

PHILISTIA: “Because the Philistines have dealt by revenge, and have taken 

vengeance with a despiteful heart, THEREFORE thus saith the Lord God, I 

will stretch out Mine hand upon the Philistines,” &c (16).  

 

In none of these cases, is there any evidence that God intends to mete out 

individual judgment by resurrection from the dead. It requires a high state 

of privilege before such can with justice be done. The majority of 

mankind, particularly in the rude and barbarous times that required the 

schoolmaster lessons of the Mosaic law, were in circumstances of pure 

misfortune. Born under condemnation in Adam and left to the poor 
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resources of the natural mind which in all its history has never originated 

anything noble apart from the ideas set in motion by “revelation,” they 

were as unable to elevate themselves above the level on which they stood 

as any tribe of animals.  

 

How just and merciful, then, it was of the Deity to “wink at” “the times of 

this ignorance” (Acts 17:30) which alienated from the life of God (Eph. 

5:18) and allowing flesh under such circumstances to pass away like the 

flower of the field, that the place thereof might know it no more (Psalms 

103:15, 16).  In the supposition that every human being is an immortal 

soul, such a line of action would of course be excluded, and the 

circumstances of the early “dispensations” would be altogether 

inexplicable. An immortal soul in the times of antiquity would be worth 

as much as one now; and if it be wise and kind to save immortal souls now, 

there would seem a strange absence of wisdom and beneficence in the 

arrangement which in these early ages put salvation beyond their reach 

and made their doom to hell-fire inevitable by the lack of those means of 

knowledge which are in our day accessible.  

 

If, to get out of this difficulty, it be suggested that man in such a plight will 

in mercy be permitted to enter heaven, we are instantly compelled to 

question the value of our own privileges, nay, to doubt and deny the 

wisdom of the gospel, which, on such a theory, is not only not necessary 

to salvation, but a positive hindrance to it, since by its responsibilities it 

perils a salvation, which in its absence would be certain.  

 

We should also be compelled to deny the testimony of scripture, that man 

having no understanding is like the beasts that perish, and that life and 

immortality have been brought to light by Christ through the gospel. But 

we are not now dealing with the monster fiction of Christendom.  

 

We leave the immortality of the soul out of the account and deal with the 

question of judgment in the light of the fact that mankind is perishing 

under the law of sin and death, and in Adam has no more to do with a 

future state than the decaying vegetation, which year by year, chokes the 

forests and passes away with the winter. The endeavour is to realise in the 

light of reason and scripture testimony, the varying shades of 

responsibility created by the dealings of the Almighty with a race already 

exiled from life and favour under the law of Eden.  

 

We have seen that resurrectional responsibility was limited to those who 

were related to the word of the God of Israel. The promises and precepts 

conferred privilege and imposed responsibility, having reference to 

resurrection. They formed a basis for that awakening from the dust to 

everlasting life, and shame and everlasting contempt, foretold to Daniel, 
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and implied in many parts of the writings of Job, David, and Solomon. The 

extent to which they operate, it is neither possible nor important for us to 

determine. The law of resurrectional responsibility operates much more 

vividly upon our own times, and it is the relation of this law to ourselves 

that we are more especially concerned to elucidate. It was left for him who 

proclaimed himself the Resurrection and the Life, to define clearly the 

relation of judgment to the great scheme of which he was the pivot and the 

means.  

 

He appears before us as the solution of the great difficulty which must 

have haunted the minds of the faithful men of ancient times, in reference 

to the declaration that “God would judge the righteous and the wicked” 

(Eccles 3:17). He exhibits in himself the method by which the arbitration 

of the unapproachable and immeasurable Deity is to be brought to bear 

upon mortal and finite man. The Word made flesh proclaims himself the 

instrument and vehicle of divine judgment. He tells us that the Father hath 

committed ALL JUDGMENT to the Son (John 5:22), that as no man can come 

to the Father but by him, so no one will be judged by the Father but in the 

light of the word which operates through him (John 12:48).  

 

It is highly important that this fact should be distinctly recognised. It is 

part of the truth concerning Jesus, which forms a prominent feature in the 

early proclamations of the gospel. This is evident from these testimonies  

1st, that in which Paul comprehends the doctrine of eternal (aionian) 

judgment among first principles (Heb. 6:1);  

 

2nd, the declaration of Peter: “He commanded us to PREACH UNTO 

THE PEOPLE, and to testify that it is he which was ordained of God to 

be THE JUDGE OF QUICK AND DEAD (Acts 10:42);  

 

3rd, the statement of Paul that there is a “day when God shall judge 

the secrets of men by Christ Jesus, according to my (Paul’s) gospel” 

(Rom. 4:16).  

 

These general evidences are strengthened by the following testimonies, 

which we submit in detail on account of the importance of clear and 

scriptural views on the subject: 

“He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that 

judgeth; the word that I have spoken, the same shall judge him 

at the last day” John 12:48. 

 

“As many as have sinned in the law shall be judged by the law.” 

Rom. 2:12. 
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“Every man’s work shall be made manifest, for the day shall 

declare it, because it shall be revealed by fire; and the fire shall 

try every man’s work of what sort it is” (1 Cor., 3:13). 

 

“The Father, without respect of persons, judgeth according to 

every man’s work” (1 Peter 1:17). 

 

“The day of wrath and the revelation of the righteous judgment 

of God, who will render to every man according to his deeds…in 

the day when God shall judge the secrets of man by Jesus 

Christ” (Rom 2:5, 6, 16). 

 

“We shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ. … 

Everyone of us shall give an account of himself unto God” 

(Rom. 14:10, 12). 

 

“Judge nothing before the time, until the Lord come, who both 

will bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and will make 

manifest the counsels of the heart (1 Cor. 4:5). 

 

“We must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that 

everyone may receive the things in body, according to that he 

hath done, whether good or bad” (2 Cor. 5:10). 

 

“The Lord Jesus Christ shall judge the quick and the dead at his 

appearing, and his kingdom” (2 Tim. 4:1). 

 

“It is appointed unto men once to die, but after this (that is, when 

the death state ends in resurrection) the judgment”   (Heb. 9:27). 

 

“Who shall give account to him that is ready to judge the quick 

and the dead?” (1 Peter 4:5). 

 

“That we may have boldness in the day of judgment” (1 John 

4:17). 

 

“The time of the dead that they should be judged” (Rev. 11:18). 

 

The proposition that judgment is one of the prerogatives and functions of 

the Messiah, thus stands upon a very broad scriptural foundation, not 

merely as fact, but as a constituent of the truth as it is in Jesus. The bearing 

of the fact is apparent in connection with the mission of the Messiah, as 

related to our particular dispensation. This is briefly defined by Paul to be 

“to purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good works” (Titus 

2:14), and by James “to take out of the Gentiles a people for His name.”  
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The mode of accomplishing this work is the preaching of the gospel. An 

invitation has gone out to the ends of the earth, for people of any “kindred 

and nation, and people, and tongue,” to become servants of the Messiah 

and heirs of the kingdom which God has promised to them that love Him. 

Over the whole period of the times of the Gentiles, the number of those 

who respond to this call is considerable, but all who are thus called are not 

chosen (Matt. 22:14), because many who accept the word preached are not 

influenced by it to “present their bodies living sacrifices, holy and 

acceptable.” As in the case of the Israelites under Moses, “the word 

preached does not profit them, not being mixed with faith” in all who hear 

it (Heb. 4:2). The soil being bad, the seed produces no result of any 

consequence.  

 

The net of the kingdom (Matt. 13:47) submerged (by preaching) in the 

ocean of “peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues,” encloses bad 

fish as well as good. The propagation of the gospel results in servants 

faithful and unfaithful. Not only so, but there are different degrees of merit 

among those who are faithful. Some sow bountifully, others sparingly. 

Some bring forth fruit thirty-fold, and some an hundred fold. No man can 

assess the degrees. None of the servants can say, this shall be accepted 

much, and that little, and the other not at all. In this matter they are 

commanded to “judge not” (Matt. 6:1), and indeed they cannot do it; 

though, if censoriously inclined, they may attempt to do it, and sin.  

 

There are secrets unknown (good and evil) which require to be known 

most accurately before a just judgment can be given. “Man looketh on the 

outward appearance, but the Lord looketh on the heart” (1 Sam. 16:7). 

Here then is a great community, living and dead, every member related to 

the rest by the closest of ties, and yet each sustaining a problematical 

relation to the dénouement upon which they have set their hearts—the 

attainment of immortality, and the inheriting of God’s kingdom; each 

having a right to the promised blessing, so far as the judgment of the rest 

is concerned, and yet each so situated with reference to God, that 

unfaithfulness will bring his damnation, though all his comrades approve.  

 

When and by what means is this endless variety of causes to be adjusted? 

When and how is there to be a settlement of the accounts still open between 

the Deity and His servants? which to man is simply inextricable and 

impossible if extricated. Has God made any provision by which this 

superhuman task shall be accomplished? this balancing of good and evil 

in the infinite diversity of millions of “quick and dead?”—this 

determination of the minute shades of merit and demerit, attaching to the 

responsible dead and living of a hundred generations?—this rewarding, in 

just ratio, of unknown and forgotten deeds of constancy and mercy?—this 
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exposure and retribution of evil thoughts, hidden malice, hard speeches, 

and deeds of darkness? Has He arranged for such a scrutiny of the affairs 

of His people, as shall result in the separation of the evil from the good, 

the reward of the righteous and the punishment of the wicked among 

them? 

 

The answer sometimes given to this question is true in the fact upon which 

it is built, but wrong in the construction of the fact. It is said that “the Lord 

knoweth them that are his,” and that, therefore, there is no necessity for a 

judgment; that “He discerneth the thoughts and intents of the heart,” and 

“needeth not that any should tell him what is in man.” This is true, and 

marks the difference between the “judgment seat of Christ” and a human 

judicature which makes inquisition for the purpose of ascertaining the 

facts.  

 

But when this truth is made the means of displacing the necessity for the 

disclosed purpose of judging the quick and the dead, it is applied with an 

illogical and a pernicious result. It is illogical, because it by no means 

follows that the Deity’s omniscient perceptions are not to have official 

expression, especially when, as in this case, those perceptions affect the 

standing of those who are the subjects of them, and determine, in the 

expression of them, their destiny. In all transactions between man and the 

Deity, there is an invariable accommodation on the part of the latter to the 

necessities and finite apprehensions of the former.  

 

Why did Yahweh allow a faithless generation of Israelites to escape from 

Egypt under Moses, and go through the miraculous experience of the 

desert, and finally pronounce condemnation on them, instead of acting on 

His knowledge, and summarily decimating them in a night like the 

Assyrians, without warning or explanation? Because He was anxious to 

bring down to human apprehension the methods of His moral procedure, 

which He could only do by acting on human modes and processes.  

 

Why did He allow Korah, Dathan, and Abiram to lurk in the camp for a 

season, and trouble the congregation by attempting a rebellion against 

Moses and Aaron, instead of acting on His omniscience, and weeding them 

out at the beginning of the journey, and so saved the nation from 

turbulence? Because such a mode of procedure, instead of illustrating and 

justifying the ways of God to man, would have wrapped them in mystery, 

and clothed them with the appearance of caprice and injustice.  

 

Why did He so long forbear with the Jews in their obstinacy, foreknowing 

their ultimate rejection of all His messengers and His own Son? Why did 

Jesus, who discerned “spirits,” tolerate Judas till he convicted himself by 

betraying his master? Why did the Spirit suffer Ananias and Saphira to 
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come into the presence of the Apostles, and go through the formality of 

hearing their own condemnation before their mendacity was punished with 

death? In fact, why do things happen at all as they do? Why did not the 

Deity frame the terrestrial economy of things on such a basis that 

obedience and not disobedience should have been the law?  

 

The whole history of divine procedure, in relation to human affairs, shews 

that divine omniscience is never allowed for a moment to forestall or 

displace the natural order of events, but rather sets up and enforces the law 

by which everything has its full and logical course before the culminating 

consequence is reached. This is observable in “nature” as well as in 

“grace.” The forces of the universe play upon each other in the evolution 

of the results forecast in the divine purpose. The geological transformation 

of the globe is an illustration. To use a hackneyed but useful phrase, “God 

works by means.” He works progressively and by law. He is in strictest 

harmony with Himself in all the phases of His manifested power 

throughout His measureless domain. 

 

To say, then, that because God knows the righteous from the wicked, He 

will not bring them to the formality of a judgment, is to reason against 

every operation of Deity on record. It is true, Deity knows, but is it not 

necessary that the righteous and the wicked themselves should know? 

How shall the righteous know themselves approved, and the wicked 

condemned, and the Deity be justified in the eyes of both, without the 

declaration of what He knows? The conclusion is therefore in the highest 

degree illogical. 

 

It is also pernicious, because it involves the rejection of one of the 

doctrines which are defined as the first principles of the doctrine of the 

Christ. We have quoted testimony sufficient to show that the doctrine of 

the judgment of the living and dead by Christ, is part and parcel of the 

gospel-proclamation about him. We further submit, on the strength of 

considerations already passed in review, that logically viewed, it is a 

natural and necessary part of the glad tidings. It is one of the finest sources 

of relief which the truth affords, the knowledge that the disputes, 

misunderstandings, and wrongs of the present mal-administration of 

things, are destined, in the purpose of God, to come before an infallible 

tribunal at which every man shall have praise or condemnation according 

to the nature of the disclosures.  

 

It is gladdening to know that there lies between this corrupt state of things 

and the perfection of the kingdom of God, an ordeal which will prevent 

the entrance of “anything that defileth,” which as fire will try every man’s 

work, and thin down by a process of purification the crowd of those who 

do no more than say, “Lord, Lord!”  
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It is comforting to know that wrongful suffering will then be avenged, that 

secret faithfulness will be openly acknowledged, that unappreciated worth 

will be recognised, and that evil doing unpunished, unsuspected, and 

unknown, will be held up for execration, in the face of so august an 

assembly as that of the Elohim, presided over by the Lion of the tribe of 

Judah. This is part of the glad tidings concerning Jesus Christ. Woe be to 

him who lifts the voice of denial against it. 

 

In these remarks, we assume that the object and effect of the judgment is 

to mete out to every man who is summoned to it, according to his deeds, 

WHETHER GOOD OR BAD. This is apparent from the testimony quoted to 

prove that judgment will be executed by the Son of Man at his coming. 

We append further and more specific evidence on this point: 

Job 34:11 “The work of a man shall He render unto him, and cause 

every man to find according to his ways.” 

 

Proverbs 24:12 “Doth not He that pondereth the heart consider? and 

He that keepeth thy soul, doth not He know? and shall not He render 

to every man according to his work?” See also Psalm 62:12. 

 

Jeremiah 17:10 “I the Lord search the heart, I try the reins, even to 

give every man according to his ways, and according to the fruit of his 

doings.” 

 

Matt. 7:22, 23 “Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord,…And 

then I will profess unto them, I never knew you; DEPART FROM ME ye 

that work iniquity.” 

 

Matt. 12:36 “Every idle (evil) word that men shall speak, they shall 

give account thereof in the day of judgment.” 

 

Matt. 16:27 “The Son of Man shall come in the glory of His Father 

with His angels; and then shall He reward every man according to His 

works.” 

 

Romans 14:12 “Every one of us shall give account of himself to God.” 

 

Matt. 3:12 “Whose fan is in His hand, and he will thoroughly purge 

His floor, and gather the wheat into the garner, and burn up the chaff 

with unquenchable fire.” 

 

Rev. 22:12 “Behold 1 come quickly and my reward with me, to give 

every man according as his work shall be.” 
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Another important evidence of the conclusion to which these testimonies 

lead us, is to be found in the parables of Christ, in many of which he 

illustrates the relation between himself and his servants in connection with 

his departure from the earth. In all of these, he presents the fact, that at his 

return, he will “take account” of them, and deal with them according to 

their individual deserts.  

 

Thus, in the parable of the nobleman (Luke 19:12), “It came to pass that 

when he was returned, having received the kingdom, He commanded those 

servants to be called unto him, to whom he had given the money, THAT HE 

MIGHT KNOW HOW MUCH EVERY MAN HAD GAINED BY TRADING.” Those 

servants are given as three in number, and doubtless represent the several 

classes of which the bulk of Christ’s professing servants are composed. 

The first gives a satisfactory account of himself, having increased five 

talents to ten, and receives jurisdiction over ten cities. The second had 

made two talents into four, and entitled himself to meritorious recognition 

and the allotment of four cities. The third, who though less privileged, 

might have stood equally well, had he turned his single talent into two, 

justifies his indolence on the plea that he dreaded a service where more 

was expected than was given in the first instance. This man, who stands 

for the unfaithful, is rejected. The decree is, “Take the talent from him, 

and give it unto him that hath ten talents,…Cast ye THE UNPROFITABLE 

SERVANT into outer darkness” (Matt. 25:28, 30). Here the unprofitable 

servant figures in the judgment of the king’s household at his return as 

well as the approved.  

 

In Matt. 22:1-14, we have another parable, in which the same feature is 

introduced.  A certain king issues invitations to his son’s marriage, but the 

parties invited make various excuses for not coming. The King then orders 

a general invitation to all and sundry whom his servants may find on the 

highways, and his servants execute the orders and “gather as many as they 

found, bad and good.” The king then comes in to see the guests, and “saw 

there a man which had not on a wedding garment, ” whom he ordered to 

be “bound hand and foot, and taken away.” This shows that the judgment 

to be carried out by Jesus at the time of reckoning has the practical effect 

of “severing the wicked from amongst the just.”  

 

To the same purport is the parable of which the latter italicized words are 

an explanation. “The kingdom of heaven was like unto a net that was cast 

into the sea and gathered of every kind, which when it was full, they drew 

to the shore, and sat down and gathered the good into vessels, and cast the 

bad away” (Matt. 13:47, 48).   

 

Also, the following: “The Son of Man is as a man taking a far journey, 

who left his house and gave authority to his servants, and to every man his 
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work, and he commanded the porter to ‘watch, therefore, …lest coming 

suddenly he find you sleeping’” (Mark 14:34).  Further: “Let your loins be 

girded about, and your lights burning, and ye yourselves like unto men that 

wait for their lord, when he will return…Blessed are those servants whom 

the Lord when he cometh shall find watching,…But, and if that servant 

say in his heart, my lord delayeth his coming, and shall begin to beat the 

men-servants and maidens, and to eat and to drink and be drunken, the lord 

of that servant will come in a day when he looketh not for him, and in an 

hour when he is not aware, and will cut him under, and will appoint him 

his portion with the unbelievers” (Luke 12:45, 46).  

 

The parable of the ten virgins enforces the same fact, viz., that the 

unworthy portion of his servants will be publicly and officially rejected at 

the time the others are acknowledged. 

 

This is in harmony with the reason of the thing as well as with the 

numerous testimonies already cited from the Apostolic writings. Many are 

called, but only few out of the many are to be “chosen.” When should the 

choice take place, but at the time represented in these parables, viz: “When 

the lord of those servants cometh” to develop the state of things in 

reference to which the choice is to be made? (Matt. 25:19). The present is 

not a time for dividing the wicked from the righteous. Both go to the grave, 

and “rest together in the dust;” and their merits and demerits would sleep 

for ever with them, in the silence of the tomb, were it not for the awaking 

voice that calls the just and unjust at the appointed time from the oblivion 

of hades, to give an account before “the Judgment-seat of Christ.” Now is 

not the time for Jesus to execute judgment. He is a priest over his own 

house. The great question of account is left over till He returns. “He shall 

judge the quick and the dead AT HIS APPEARING AND HIS KINGDOM.” He 

shall open the dread book of God’s remembrance, wherein are indelibly 

recorded the thoughts and transactions of those who shall come to 

judgment, and the dead shall be judged out of those things that were 

written in the book. 

 

Shall the wicked be absent at such a moment? The suggestion is for ever 

precluded by the testimony and by the sense of the thing. A mockery of a 

judgment seat it would be if its operation were confined to the allotment 

of rewards to the accepted. To judge, in the executive sense, is to enforce 

the division of good from evil. This is the function of Jesus in relation to 

his servants at his coming. True, says the suggester, but it will only be the 

living wicked that he will reject; the dead wicked will sleep on to another 

period. It is so, then, that the accident of death a day before the advent will 

shut off a wicked man from the jurisdiction of the Judge of quick AND 

dead? Is it so that Jesus will only judge the living and not the dead at His 
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appearing? Is it so that he is not “lord both of the dead and living?” 

(Romans 14:9).  

 

The answer is self-evident; life or death makes no difference in our 

relationship to the judgment seat. The Son of Man has power to call from 

the dead at his will, and, therefore, virtually, the dead are as much 

amenable to his judicature as those who may happen to be in the flesh 

when he is revealed. The constituted servants of Christ (by belief of the 

gospel and baptism) are candidates for the kingdom to be manifested at 

the appearing of Christ which is to exist thereafter a thousand years; and 

it is meet that they should be arranged in his presence to have it decided, 

as between them and him when the time comes to enter the kingdom, 

which of all their number are worthy of the honour sought. This it is 

declared in the testimonies quoted he will do. To do otherwise, to leave 

over the undeserving of them for adjudication at a subsequent period, 

would both violate the fitness of things and contravene the express 

declarations, which we have quoted on the subject.  

 

Jesus has declared that he will confess or deny men in the presence of the 

angels at his coming, according to the position taken by them in his 

absence (Luke 9:26; Matt. 10:32, 33). Does not this necessitate their 

presence on the occasion? Where would be the shame of a denial if the one 

denied were not there to witness his own disgrace? Some will be “ashamed 

before him at his coming” (1 John. 2:28). Daniel says that at that time 

“Many of them that sleep in dust of the earth shall awake, some to 

everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt.” This agrees 

with Paul’s statement that “indignation and wrath, tribulation and 

anguish,” shall be the lot of every “soul of man that is contentious and 

disobedient to the truth, in the day when God shall judge the secrets of 

men by Christ Jesus” (Rom. 2:8, 9, 16), and with his exhortation in another 

place, to “judge nothing before the time, till the Lord come, who will bring 

to light the hidden things of darkness” (1 Cor. 4:5). Those portions of 

Scripture which are made the basis of the view here combated, viz., the 

view that the wicked will not rise when Christ comes, but will be left over 

to the close of the thousand years,—will engage our attention in due time. 

 

With the general conclusion before us, that the judgment seat is the 

appointed tribunal for determining the great question of individual desert, 

in relation to the dispensation of God’s favour in Christ, we come to the 

minor but involved question of the nature and position of the dead, during 

the interval elapsing between their emergence from the death-state and 

their adjudication by the judge. The object of that adjudication is defined 

by Paul in the following words: “We must all stand before the judgment 

seat of Christ, that we may receive in body according to that we have done, 

WHETHER GOOD OR BAD” (2 Cor. 5:10).  
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What shall those “receive in body,” who have in the sense of these words 

“done good?” and what those who have “done bad?” Paul, in another 

place, answers these questions. He says “God will render to every man 

according to his deeds: to them who by patient continuance in well doing 

(He will render) ETERNAL LIFE. But unto them that are contentious, and do 

not obey the truth, indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish…in the 

day when God shall judge the secrets of men by Christ Jesus (Rom. 2:6–

9, 16). The same fact he announces in more specific terms to the Galatians 

(chap. 6:7, 8,) “Be not deceived; God is not mocked; whatsoever a man 

soweth, that shall he also reap. He that soweth to the flesh, shall of the 

flesh reap corruption; but he that soweth to the spirit shall of the spirit 

reap LIFE EVERLASTING.”  

 

Paul does not mention the judgment in this testimony, but it is evident that 

it relates to the judgment, since life everlasting is not “reaped” in the 

present state of existence, and “corruption” befalls all alike, without 

reference to the “sowing.” It is evident that the results of present life are 

to be dispensed at the judgment seat. Paul indeed expressly declares it in 

the words already quoted, “that we may receive, &c.” This is reasonable, 

and befitting of the Deity, who is “a God of order” to the utmost exactitude 

in all things.  

 

If this be so, does it not follow that prior to the judgment seat, both classes 

of those subject to judgment occupy the neutral position they hold in the 

present life, commingling indiscriminately, awaiting the tribunal, none 

knowing who is who? Is it not evident that the judgment seat forms the 

great natural boundary line between probation and exaltation? the great 

crisis for determining the standing of the many who have been “called?” 

the time for that disclosure of divine secrets, which results in the severing 

of the wicked from among the just, and the rejection and condemnation of 

the one, and the acceptance and glorification of the other? If so, it follows 

that up to the appearance of the dead before Christ to give an account, 

these questions are undecided, so far as their effect in relation to them is 

concerned. They are of course known to the divine mind, as we have 

already had occasion to consider, but not declared or enforced. Christ, as 

the judge of quick and dead, is entrusted with that very duty. 

 

What is the conclusion from these Scriptural premises? There is only one; 

that the dead assembled for judgment are men and women in the flesh 

recovered from the grave, reproduced, and made to “STAND AGAIN” 

(anastasis) in the presence of their Lord and Judge, to have it determined 

whether they are worthy of receiving the “hidden manna” of eternal life, 

for which they are all candidates, or deserving of reconsignment to 
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corruption and death, under the specially solemn circumstance of rejection 

by him who is “altogether lovely.”  

 

Thus, those who are alive when the Lord comes, and those who emerge 

from the grave at that period, will be on a footing of perfect equality. They 

will all be gathered together into the one Great Presence, for the one great 

and dread purpose of inquisition: Not until they hear the spoken words of 

the king will they know how it is to fare with them. All depends upon the 

“account.” This can only be accurately estimated by the judge. A righteous 

man will tremble and underrate his position; on the other hand, one of “the 

wicked” may venture with coolness and effrontery before that august 

tribunal, to recount with complaisance and confidence the list of his claims 

to the Messiah’s consideration: “Have we not prophesied (preached) in thy 

name, and in thy name done many wonderful works?” 

 

It is evident from three things—from the reason of the thing, from Christ’s 

parables, and Paul’s and Peter’s statements—that the judgment will be no 

dumb show, no wholesale indiscriminate division of classes, but will be 

an individual reckoning. “We must all give an account unto God.” It may 

be fancied that persons before the judgment seat would simply be 

paralyzed and rendered powerless to utter their minds; but it must be 

remembered that the power is then and there present that touched Daniel, 

and made him stand on his feet, when he was felled to the earth by the 

terrors of angelic presence; and, doubtless, this power will be put forth to 

enable all calmly, clearly, and with deliberation to state their case for 

decision. Enswathed by the human spirit “mesmerically” applied, this 

result can now be achieved in a small way; how much more, when the 

power of the Highest sustains, will those who are acted upon by it, feel 

isolated from all perturbing influences, and be enabled to concentrate their 

minds upon the solemn task they have to perform. 

 

We remark now that the view that the righteous dead will spring into being 

in a state of incorruption, and that the living faithful will be 

instantaneously transformed, in their scattered places throughout the earth, 

and changed into the spiritual nature before appearing in the presence of 

Christ (though apparently countenanced by testimonies which we shall see 

are superficially construed by those who so read them), is an error of a 

serious complexion, since it practically sets aside the New Testament 

doctrine of the judgment, (itself a first principle) and tends to destroy the 

sense of responsibility and circumspection, induced by a recognition of the 

fact that we must all stand before the judgment-seat of Christ, that we may 

receive in body according to that we have done, whether good or bad. To 

profess a belief in the judgment while holding this view, is only to retain 

a form of words out of deference to New Testament phraseology, while 

having lost that which is represented by the words.  
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If the dead are to awake to incorruptibility or death, according to their 

deserts, Jesus is robbed of his honour as judge, and the judgment-seat is 

robbed of its utility and its terror. If the living are to be subject to 

immortalization, say in their own houses, before Christ pronounces them 

blessed, is the judgment-seat not a mere empty form? If (worse than all), 

the wicked are not to be there to hear and receive their doom, it is no 

judgment at all, but a mere muster of the chosen; no terror at all, but a 

ceremony divested of every element of anxiety, since to have a part in it 

according to this theory is to be safe beyond miscarriage; no rendering at 

all to every man according to his deeds, whether good or bad, but a mere 

bestowal of the gifts and honours upon the King’s assorted friends. Yet 

this is the mistaken view which many are led to entertain by a superficial 

reading of certain parts of the Apostolic testimony which will next demand 

our consideration. 

 

 

Thoughts on Responsibility, Resurrection, 

Reconciliation, &c 
 

By Dr. L. B. Welch 

 

THE Scriptures teach clearly that knowledge of the will of God is the basis 

of resurrectional responsibility. Knowledge of the will of God, obedience 

thereto, and a faithful walk in the truth to the end, is the basis of 

resurrectional life. In the first case, there being no obedience, the 

resurrection is for judgment, condemnation, and punishment, ending in 

death again. In the second case, there being obedience and a faithful walk 

in the truth, the resurrection is for the purpose of judgment, approval, and 

an entering into the life of the resurrection or eternal life. 

 

Knowledge is thus the basis of resurrectional responsibility in all cases. 

The outcome of that responsibility depends upon other elements entering 

therein. If it stops short of baptismal obedience, it is the responsibility of 

rejection of the truth of the will of God. 

 

Knowledge of the truth gives rise to three classes in relation to 

resurrectional responsibility. First, there is the class that attains to an 

understanding of the truth, but which, from whatever cause, refuses 

baptismal obedience. Second, there is the class that attains to the 

understanding of the truth, renders baptismal obedience, but afterwards 

walks in disobedience of the commands laid upon the household of Christ. 
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Third, there is the class that attains to a knowledge of the truth, renders 

baptismal obedience, and ever afterwards continues to walk in obedience 

to the commands of the truth. Peter illustrates these three classes, in the 

matter of resurrectional responsibility, when he says: “If the righteous 

scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and the sinner appear?” (1 Pet. 

4:18). 

 

As to just what degree of knowledge and disobedience is essential to give 

resurrectional responsibility among the children of Adam, God alone 

knows. God alone knows the hearts and minds of the children of Adam. 

By what authority does man limit the judgment of God in deciding for Him 

the limit of light, of knowledge, essential to resurrectional responsibility? 

This is a matter that belongs to God. We know positively from the 

Scriptures that knowledge of the truth brings responsibility to future 

judgment; for, “Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every 

creature. He that believeth and is baptised shall be saved; but he that 

believeth not shall be condemned.” “He that rejecteth me, and receiveth 

not my words, hath one that judgeth him: the word that I have spoken, the 

same shall judge him in the last day.” To these many other testimonies 

might be added. 

 

It is a very bold matter in the creature to seek to limit the judgment of the 

Creator. Adam’s race is estranged from God through sin. Reconciliation 

has been offered in Christ Jesus, both to Jew and Gentile. To Christ, who 

is the Truth, God has committed all judgment. Christ is Light, the 

knowledge of God personified. The revelation of that light, of that 

knowledge, is found alone in the Bible. God alone knows what relation 

each child of Adam sustains to that light, to that knowledge. God is the 

injured party in all disobedience, and man’s responsibility is thus to Him. 

If the man be dead, God will certainly call him forth to judgment at the 

appointed time, if he be responsible thereto. To merely rise to life again 

for the purpose of judgment is not to be a child of the resurrection of the 

dead, or is not to “attain unto the resurrection of the dead.” Resurrection 

is a process of stages completed when the body is redeemed from death, 

or glorified, or made immortal. There seems to be a great lack of 

understanding on this point, some thinking that no one can rise from the 

grave unless he had previously become the subject of an adoption in Christ 

Jesus, who is the resurrection and the life. Such is true as to completed 

resurrection and as to life, but it is not true as to a mere emergence from 

the grave to judgment. 

 

I have not thought there was any real necessity for discussing this question. 

It is enough for each one to see that he or she continues obedient to the 

light, makes it known to others, warns the enlightened sinner of his 

responsibility to the truth, and to leave the judgment of the race to God. 
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There are many things in the Bible that grow very bright when we closely 

scan them. The Bible tells us that sin is transgression of law (1 John 3:4). 

Also where there is no law there is no transgression (Rom. 4:15). Sin is 

not imputed where there is no law (Rom. 5:13); yet we are all dead, or 

were all dead, sold under sin. Our nature is a condemned nature, inherited 

through Adam, who became subject to death by reason of sin. We 

therefore die, whether we sin personally, or whether we do no sin. That is, 

death reigns over all through Adam, whose nature we possess. What 

advantage then is there in being righteous? None whatever, as to future 

life, if it be our own righteousness out of Christ; for no one by his own 

righteousness can save himself. 

 

There was only one nation placed under law, and that nation was Israel. 

All other nations since the flood were suffered to walk in their own evil 

way, and that was the way of death. Before the law was given to Israel, 

Abraham and his seed were under the law of faith embodied in the 

promises, obedience to which gave to them life through Christ. Paul very 

beautifully illustrates this when he says: “I (Paul) was alive without the 

law once” (Rom. 7:9). How was Paul alive? He had the faith of his father 

Abraham to rest upon. Being a child of Abraham, all that was needed was 

for him to walk in the footsteps of his father Abraham’s faith before the 

law came, whereby he would be alive through faith in the promises. But 

Paul was not born before the law came. He was born under the law, and 

therefore died. How did he die? Why, by the law sin revived, and so Paul 

died thereby. But why did he die? Simply because neither he nor any other 

Israelite born after the flesh was able to keep the law, and disobedience of 

the law was sin, and sin causeth death. Sin was not imputed when there 

was no law, but as soon as the law came sin revived, and all under the law 

died, or became sinners through the revival of sin. 

 

True, the law was ordained unto life, yet it became death to Paul and every 

other Israelite born after the flesh, and simply because they could not keep 

the law. Behold the terrible plight in which the law, the good and holy law, 

placed all Israelites born under it! It did not touch the Gentiles, for they, 

being without the law of faith in the promises to Abraham, were not made 

alive thereby, but were dead under the reign of the law of sin which had 

reigned since Adam, and neither were they under the law given through 

Moses. 

 

Ah, with what joy could Paul bless the God of Abraham for deliverance to 

him and his nation from the law that brought death! But how was that 

deliverance effected? It was through Christ who was the end of the law for 

righteousness to everyone who believed into him by obedience of the 

gospel. Although the law revived sin and brought death to Israelites, yet, 
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blessed be the Lord, Christ took the law away, being the end thereof for 

righteousness to everyone that believeth, and brought life and immortality 

to light again for all who believe into him, not only of Jew, but also of 

Gentile. There being no law now, both Jew and Gentile are on a common 

level, and can only escape from death through Christ. The law of faith in 

Christ Jesus, as embodied in the promises, is the only law non-operative 

among both Jew and Gentile for the righteousness which is by faith, and 

which ends in eternal life. 

 

The command to believe and obey is now to both Jew and Gentile, for 

since the light has come into the world, God commands mankind 

everywhere to repent, believe, and obey. If the light reaches the mind of 

anyone illuminatingly, is it not disobedience to refuse to obey the 

command? And shall such disobedience escape a call to judgment? It is a 

terrible thing to mock God. Is not the deliberate disobedience of an 

enlightened sinner mockery of God and of His salvation in Christ Jesus? 

It is a terrible thing to fall into the hands of the living God; yet what 

faithful, obedient soul would not rather fall into His hands than into the 

hands of man? But how is it with the disobedient? 

 

If knowledge of the Truth thus comes to any one of Adam’s race and he 

refuses to obey, shall he therefore be free from resurrectional 

responsibility? Whom hath he offended? Is it not God? The light that has 

come into the world has reached unto him to his enlightenment, but he 

refuses it, casts it behind him, becomes disobedient thereto. Shall he go 

unpunished in the day when that Light is to judge the children of men? 

Verily, that would not be justice towards God, whose light and mercy and 

grace he has spurned. 

 

As before remarked, the only law now operative in the earth, as to 

righteousness and life and responsibility to God, is that of faith in Christ 

Jesus, and is embodied in the gospel he preached. Jesus is the Light that 

has come into the world to enlighten every man, whether he be Jew or 

Gentile. That law cannot be spurned, cannot be disregarded, cannot be set 

aside by the one receiving the light understandingly, without being 

disobedient in so doing. It is a terrible thing to slight the command of the 

God of Abraham. Shall man therefore be disobedient unto the Light that 

has come into the world, and which has enlightened his mind, and no 

resurrectional responsibility accrue to him therefrom? Why, it is absurd on 

its very face, apart from express Scripture testimony fixing that 

responsibility. Knowledge of the Truth always convinces one of sin, and a 

failure in such an one to obey the light is thus, necessarily, disobedience 

of the will of God, and that disobedience is sin. 
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I was reading the Psalms the other day, and all at once, I found myself 

mentally asking the following question:  “Do we fully realize all that 

Christ bore, all that He suffered in the flesh on behalf of his people?” Of 

His nation it is said:  “And we hid, as it were, our faces from him; for he 

was despised, and we esteemed him not. Surely, he hath borne our griefs 

and carried our sorrows; yet we did esteem him smitten of God and 

afflicted. But he was wounded for our transgressions, bruised for our 

iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon him, and with his stripes 

we are healed.” Are we not Israelites also in him through faith and 

obedience? It is impossible for us to conceive of the terrible burden placed 

upon him by the Father, or to realise the griefs and sorrows he carried by 

reason of the sins of his people. He became our Great Representative 

before the Father in suffering for sin and in working out righteousness and 

salvation for the sin burdened nature he bore in griefs and sorrows to the 

cross. He triumphed! Oh, he triumphed! Let our hearts mount up in joy 

thereat! Let us cry aloud: “Hosanna to God who hath caused us to triumph 

through Christ Jesus!” Ah, what love, what pure and holy love must well 

up in the heart of the faithful and honest and humble soul that has found 

rest and peace and hope of eternal life in him who bore our griefs and 

carried our sorrows in his sin-laden nature to death and the grave! Read 

those Psalms that portray his sufferings, his griefs, his sorrows, and try to 

realise how great they were. What do we know about suffering as 

compared with our great forerunner into the most holy? 

 

Listen to a brief recital of some of his griefs and sorrows: “For thine arrows 

stick fast in me, and they hand presseth me sore. There is no soundness in 

my flesh because of thine anger; neither rest in my bones because of my 

sin. For mine iniquities are gone over my head: as an heavy burden, they 

are too heavy for me.” “I am troubled; I am bowed down greatly; I go 

mourning all the day long. For my loins are filled with a loathful disease, 

and there is no soundness in my flesh.” “Reproach hath broken my heart, 

and I am full of heaviness; and I looked for some to take pity, but there 

was none; and for comforters, but I found none.” Ah, truly hath he borne 

the griefs and carried the sorrows of his people and suffered in his flesh 

the stripes of their iniquities. The Father and He alone knows all that he 

suffered in the days of his flesh. But bless the Lord, it is all over now, and 

by his wound we are healed. In him is forgiveness of sins, and in him is 

righteousness and peace and comfort and hope of glory and eternal life.  

 

Look unto him, all ye ends of the earth, and be ye saved! Trample not upon 

the light that came through him, for God will not hold him guiltless who 

rejects the word He sent by him but will call the rejector to judgment and 

judge him by that very word whose light he has rejected. Beware, ye 

cavillers, for the Lord is very jealous of His word, and every disobedience 
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will receive a just recompense of reward in the day appointed, and by the 

hands of him whom the Lord hath made judge of just ones and unjust ones. 

There be some who seem to forget, or else do not know, that the world of 

mankind does not sustain the same relation to God’s purpose since the 

revelation of Christ Jesus as in preceding ages. During those ages, God 

suffered all nations to walk in darkness, save His own nation of Israel, 

winking at their iniquities, not imputing them to them in the sense of 

resurrectional responsibility, but using the nations as instruments of 

punishment and destruction of each other when their iniquities became full 

and ripe; but now, since the Light has come, and the law has been set aside 

through Christ, He commands mankind everywhere to repent and yield 

obedience to the Light.  

 

There be some who say: “Yes, that is true, but responsibility to future 

reckoning can only flow from baptismal obedience to that Light.” As a 

consequence, they do not warn the enlightened sinner of his responsibility 

if he stops short of such obedience. This is a serious matter. You are light 

and not darkness; you ought to know the duty the enlightened sinner owes 

to the truth whose light he has perceived. Do you think God will hold you 

guiltless in not giving that warning? What was the light sent into the world 

for? Was it not to give light to those sitting in darkness, that they might 

embrace it, become obedient thereto, and thus become the children of His 

Name? Does not God exercise a jealous watchfulness over that Light, 

beholding its work in the hearts and minds of those to whom it is sent? 

Will He not then recompense every act of disobedience towards that 

Light? Is your act in not warning the enlightened sinner of his 

responsibility one of obedience or disobedience? Ponder this well and see 

how the matter rests with you. 

 

Let us not forget that God is not now winking at iniquity but is jealously 

watching His light doing the work whereunto He sent it. He is working 

through you, child of His name and of His household, in bringing forth 

fruit from the nations by that light. Let us lift up our voices then in warning 

to the enlightened sinner and hold not our peace in the presence of that 

light in the heart of him who has been enlightened. The eyes of God are 

upon us, let us be faithful to our trust, to the truth committed to our hands, 

and leave the settlement of all responsibility to judgment with God who is 

the one to decide all responsibility. Israel after the flesh is a scattered 

people whom the Lord has left to sit in darkness through long centuries; 

but before the Gentiles His light and grace are spread as a blessing of hope 

of eternal life in Christ Jesus, even to all who receive that light and become 

obedient thereto. 

 

How the heart leaps with joy as we behold the day of our redemption 

drawing nigh. How glad are we to know that suffering Israel after the flesh 
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are nearing the farther border of their wilderness wanderings among the 

nations where they have been drinking from the cup of their punishment 

placed in their hands by the God of their fathers because of iniquities under 

the law. Be glad, O Israel! for the Deliverer will soon return to Zion “to 

turn away ungodliness from Jacob,” “because they are beloved for the 

fathers’ sakes.” 

 

Behold the present sufferings of Jacob in the land of the enemy, by the 

border of the very land of the covenant with the fathers! Jacob groans 

under his bonds, and Israel crieth by reason of the afflictions visited upon 

him by the king of the north. Is it not near, yea, very near, the set time to 

favour Zion; to say to the oppressor, let my people go; to say to the north, 

give up, and to the south, keep not back? 

 

The faithful, thirsting heart of the Lord’s people drinketh in truth as the 

parched ground swalloweth up the shower after a long drought. Who is he 

that panteth after the waters of truth but he who through obedience hath 

tasted the sweetness of forgiveness and salvation in Christ Jesus? Who is 

he that always hath the Lord before his eyes but he who longeth for Him 

when he lieth down at night and taketh up the thread of his longing when 

he riseth in the morning? Such an one hath a thirsty heart, which can only 

be satisfied by a continual slaking of thirst at the fountain of living waters. 

Whoever would be pure must live close to the truth. Whoever would 

escape the snares of temptation with untarnished skirts must have the 

commandments of the Lord continually as frontlets to his eyes. Whoever 

would have the favour and blessing of God, both in this world and the 

world to come, must put on Christ, and walk steadfastly in him with an 

upright and humble heart. In Christ there is hope and mercy and favour of 

God, and in him there is no death. Happy is the man found in him when 

the issues of life and death are being determined at the judgment seat! No 

one can be in him without knowledge and obedience of the truth in faith 

thereof; and that knowledge is found alone in the Gospel, or in “the things 

of the Kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ.” 

 

It is man who needs to be reconciled to God, not God to man, for God has 

committed no offence. The terms of reconciliation must come from the 

offended, not from the offender. True, man may plead that God may be 

reconciled to him, but, in truth, God is reconciled as soon as man accepts 

His terms of reconciliation. Man is thus the one who needs to be 

reconciled, not as a demander of reconciliation, but as an accepter of the 

terms of reconciliation always open and before him from God. There be 

some who seek to make their own terms of reconciliation. Such are going 

about seeking to establish their own righteousness, and not submitting to 

the righteousness of God in Christ Jesus. God has laid down the terms of 

reconciliation in the Gospel of His Son. In no other way will he permit 
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sinful man to enter His household in reconciliation. Such being the case, 

it becomes imperative that man must acquaint himself with the terms laid 

down, if he desires reconciliation.  

 

This requires an understanding and obedience of the Gospel. Outside of 

that knowledge there is no hope, be the person ever so honest, ever so full 

of abstract faith in God, ever so full of moral excellence. If honesty, 

abstract faith in God, and moral excellence in the seeker would bring 

reconciliation, then each person is the deviser of his own terms of 

reconciliation, and God’s terms are superfluous, yea, not only superfluous, 

but foolish in the face of His acceptance of a sinner to reconciliation on 

his own terms. This is, in effect, the attitude of so-called Christendom, as 

exemplified in its bewildering complexity of doctrine and faith. No, no; 

there is no escape from the fact that Bible faith “is the substance of things 

hoped for”; and this substance is found in the Gospel, in the terms of 

reconciliation God has laid down. Whoever seeks the face of God in 

reconciliation in any other way will only be deceiving himself, for the light 

of the Lord’s countenance will never rest upon him. There is a great deal 

of abstract faith in God and in His Son in the world, but there is precious 

little Bible faith that takes in the substance of things embodied in the 

promises.  

 

“Christendom” is full of this abstract faith in God, and it is even difficult 

to secure divorcement from it as a saving element in the recent convert to 

the true and Bible and Gospel and reconciling and saving faith embodied 

in this language: “When they believed Philip preaching the things 

concerning the Kingdom of God, and the name of Jesus Christ, they were 

baptised.” That is the kind of faith that reconciles and saves; a faith that 

takes in the substance of the Kingdom of God and of the name of Jesus 

Christ; not the more abstract faith that Jesus is the Son of God and died for 

our sins, the person being ignorant of the things of the Kingdom and the 

things of the Name of Christ. 

 

If people could only be made to see that Bible faith is made up of 

substance, and that that substance is the things of the kingdom and the 

Name, they would at once perceive the necessity of knowing the things 

and believing them before they could have the Bible faith. 

 

How easy it is for the enlightened mind to trace the finger of God in the 

manipulating of affairs among the nations in these the days of rapidly 

growing signs of the near presence of the judge of the whole earth! 

Troubles of labour; troubles of finance; troubles of governmental policy; 

troubles of war; the upheavals of socialism and anarchy; the great and 

restless army of the unemployed, crying for bread; the gloom of industrial 

and commercial stagnation; the loss of confidence, and the low mutterings 
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of discontent. In all of these things, in which the finger of God can be 

easily traced by the enlightened, we behold the workings of a leaven that 

will put all nations in that state portrayed in the following language:—

“And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and 

upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves 

roaring; men’s hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those 

things which are coming on the earth; for the powers of heaven shall be 

shaken.” “And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is come, and the time 

of the dead that they should be judged, and that thou shouldest give reward 

to thy servants the prophets, and to the saints, and to all that fear thy name, 

small and great; and shouldest destroy them that destroy the earth.” Who 

so blind as he who cannot see the working of the leaven that brings about 

the above portrayed distress of nations! Be instructed and be wise, ye 

children of men, that ye may be able to reach the only secure refuge (Christ 

Jesus) from the impending storm of wrath that will soon sweep away the 

refuge of lies, and with it all the rebellious of the children of Adam. 

 

How strong is the disposition in some to spend their time in hunting out 

those obscure points of Scripture teaching that are more or less difficult of 

adjustment with the system of truth embodied and unfolded in the Bible! 

They worry over them to the weakening of their own faith, and the 

wearying of others who see no ground of doubt in them. A wise man sees 

in the Bible naught but the Word of God, wherein is no lie, no 

contradiction. Such an one is not spending his time in pitting one part of 

Scripture against another part, to the obscuring of the truth and the 

muddling of his mind, nor troubling himself about the harmony of its 

teaching. He sees nothing but light and truth in the Bible. He treasures it 

as the Word of God. On the absolute truth of the Bible, he anchors his faith 

and hope, and patiently awaits the day when fullness of light will dispel 

all seeming darkness from both the Bible and his mental vision. Higher 

criticism disturbs not the serenity of his mind nor weakens his faith. 

Crotchets shake not his belief nor cloud his hope. Departures from the truth 

in the household of faith by the learned fill him with sorrow but cause him 

not to stray from the narrow way of truth and life. Scoffs and jeers may 

fret his soul, yet he trusts in the Word of his God, and from the quibbler 

over Bible teaching he turns away in sorrow, refusing to cast pearls before 

swine. As long as God is true, the Bible is true is his consolation and his 

great joy. In the Bible he beholds the perfect law of liberty in Christ Jesus, 

and faith and hope point to the day of immortality, everlasting rest, and 

eternal glory. Ah, seek not to turn such an one from his belief in the 

absolute truth of the Bible, or from the way of his God, for upon Him his 

soul is anchored. 

 

“That was not first which is spiritual, but that which is natural; and 

afterwards that which is spiritual.” This was spoken concerning the body. 
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Does it not seem strange that intelligent man cannot see from the above 

statement of truth that God’s plan is to develop a spiritual being, a spiritual 

race out of the natural, an immortal race out of a mortal race? Immortality 

is an attribute of spirit nature, for God, who is spirit, is alone immortal. 

Strange then, indeed, is it that natural man claims to himself immortality. 

Could he but see the beauty of God’s work in developing an immortal race 

out of a mortal by the energy of truth believed and obeyed, which works 

as leaven to develop the spiritual out of the natural, he would no longer 

claim for man an immortal soul while a natural being. Such blindness of 

mind is truly amazing to him who has been enlightened by the truth. “That 

was not first which is spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterwards 

(in the resurrection) that which is spiritual.” How beautiful! How simple! 

a single nature in man, not a dual nature; first natural, then spiritual, by 

changing the natural to spiritual by the energy of spirit acting as leaven in 

the natural. 

 

At last, the judgment is ended. A natural Bride standing before the 

Bridegroom. Oh, what expectancy! Oh, what a moment! What a moment!! 

Almost on a dividing line between the natural and the spiritual! dimness 

of spiritual vision! weakness of nature! Oh, the mighty longing! One 

moment more, the veil disappears, then what strength! Oh, what supernal 

glory bursts upon the expectant eye, the enraptured heart, the rejoicing 

mind! The natural has given way to the spiritual, weakness to godlike 

strength. 

 

What folly is the doctrine of the immortality of the soul in mortal man in 

the presence of the foregoing grand and ravishing truth! “That was not first 

which is spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterwards that which is 

spiritual.” Oh, who would want to part with the priceless jewel of Bible 

truth! Oh, how the heart rejoices in the Lord for His wonderful grace 

towards His children, whose truth rejoices their hearts, whose wisdom 

guides their feet, whose righteousness covers them in the Anointed, and 

whose salvation crowns them with immortality and everlasting power and 

glory. “Blessed be the Lord God, the God of Israel, who only doeth 

wondrous things. And blessed be His glorious name for ever: and let the 

whole earth be filled with His glory! Amen, and amen”—said the sweet 

Psalmist of Israel, to which every faithful and loving and hopeful heart 

responds—“Amen, and amen!” 
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Is It Andrewism, Or Truth? 
By Brother Gilbert V. Growcott 

 

Brother ANDREW: "Is it not clear that the death of Christ was necessary 

to purify his own nature from the sin power, and that he as the first one 

had to undergo purification through his shed blood and resurrection?" 

 

Brother ROBERTS: "CERTAINLY. I have never called that in question 

in the least." 

 

THE Berean fellowship is charged with "Andrewism" because we point 

out the truths concerning the Sacrifice of Christ which brethren Thomas 

and Roberts taught. What is "Andrewism?" Where does the Truth end, and 

"Andrewism" begin? Wherein did brethren Andrew and Roberts agree on 

this subject, and wherein did they disagree? Some are quoting brother 

Andrew where he and brother Roberts agreed and are calling it 

"Andrewism." 

 

We do not deny there is such a thing as "Andrewism," and that it is an 

error, a dangerous, harmful, Truth-destructive error, a current, active error, 

like Stricklerism. 

 

We would not for a moment want to belittle or undermine the necessary 

effort to warn brethren against it, and against the whole Resurrectional 

Responsibility error. We are glad some are still concerned about 

fellowship, and that they realize the necessity, and appreciate the value, of 

brother Roberts' strong fellowship stand in 1898 against this error. The last 

thing we want to do is to weaken hands that are striving for sound 

fellowship and are resisting blandishments to return to the confused 

condition from which the sound 1898 action delivered them. 

 

Andrewism had to do with Resurrectional Responsibility. The debate 

between brethren Andrew and Roberts was the "Resurrectional 

Responsibility Debate." The book brother Roberts wrote to defend the 

Truth against Andrewism was "The Resurrection to Condemnation." The 

matters of the relation of the Law of Sin and Death to baptism, and of 

Christ's offering for himself are side issues, because of a theory brother 

Andrew developed to support his theory that the unbaptized will not be 

raised to judgment. 

 

The theory went like this: The sentence on Adam ("Adamic 

Condemnation") was eternal, uninterruptible death. Once the grave doors 

snapped shut, no one—not even God—could open them to bring out 
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anyone who had died under Adamic Condemnation. Brother Andrew did 

not deny God's intrinsic power to do anything He chose. 

 

But he argued that, within the fixed framework of the laws of life and death 

that God's wisdom and justice had set up regarding the human race, God 

Himself could not raise any not freed before death from Adamic 

Condemnation. 

 

And he argued that in the present dispensation, it is baptism that frees a 

man from the inexorable Adamic Condemnation of uninterruptible death. 

That's why baptism and the Law of Sin and Death come into the debate. 

Brother Roberts did not deny that baptism had a relation to the Law of Sin 

and Death. But he did deny that it had the relation that brother Andrew 

asserted. Brother Roberts recognized that baptism "potentially and 

eventually" frees from the Law of Sin and Death, and that there can be no 

freedom from that law without baptism (in the present dispensation). 

Summing up the debate, he says afterwards, in the preface: 

"What is cancelled at baptism (and it is only cancelled potentially—

for there is an 'if' all the way through) is the condemnation resting 

upon us as individual sinners, AND the racial condemnation which 

we physically inherit. I have never diverged from this view . . . 'Legal 

mortality' would be that which is constituted, ordered, or determined 

by law. In this sense, we pass (potentially) from death to life at 

baptism—which is a very important sense certainly, for without it 

there could be no hope of the physical deliverance that waits at the 

coming of Christ." 

 

Brother Roberts agreed with brother Andrew to this point, but he goes on 

to say he did not agree with the arguments brother Andrew built on these 

truths. We note brother Roberts herein explains his previous use of the 

term "legal mortality." Brother Andrew used the term for his conception 

of release from the penalty of eternal death that he said baptism brings, 

making it possible for a man to be raised from the dead. Brother Roberts 

subsequently avoids this term because of brother Andrew's application of 

it to a false theory. 

 

Brother Roberts taught that we are freed "potentially" at baptism from the 

Law of Sin and Death, and by this he explains that he meant that if the 

process begun at baptism is faithfully carried through to the end, then at 

the resurrection and judgment we shall be changed from mortal to 

immortal, and thus and then be actually freed from the Law of Sin and 

Death—as a final result of our baptism, and which could only come by 

baptism. In this sense, baptism frees us from that Law. 
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But to brother Andrew, the freedom from the Law of Sin and Death at 

baptism is a "legal" release from the Adamic sentence of eternal, 

uninterruptible death, enabling resurrection to occur. 

 

Brother Roberts taught that, as a FINAL result of baptism, and dependent 

upon baptism, we are "justified" from Adamic Condemnation (that is, our 

nature is cleansed) at the resurrection by change of body. But brother 

Andrew taught that, by baptism, we are "justified" from Adamic 

Condemnation immediately, making resurrection possible. 

 

Brother Roberts taught that "justification from Adamic Condemnation" is, 

in its fulness, a physical change (though he recognized it had a present 

bearing as to relationship to life or death—"cancelled potentially at 

baptism"). 

 

It is not Andrewism to say that baptism (potentially and eventually) frees 

us from Adamic Condemnation—if we are saying it with the meaning 

brother Roberts attached to it (though it's wise to try to avoid any 

possibility of giving a wrong impression—especially when controversy 

has made some expressions potentially provocative). 

 

We would urge a careful reading of the preface to the debate, where 

brother Roberts explains why he gave certain answers to some of brother 

Andrew's questions—because he and the audience knew the false 

meanings brother Andrew attached to some of the words in the questions, 

and the wrong inferences brother Andrew drew from certain truths. 

 

As to the matter of Christ needing, and being cleansed and saved by, his 

own sacrifice, brethren Andrew and Roberts were agreed. But brother 

Andrew, to support his theories, repeatedly pressed brother Roberts to say 

that Christ needed a cleansing sacrifice apart from the race. This brother 

Roberts steadfastly refused. Christ apart from the race is not Christ at all. 

 

Because of this refusal, by quoting some questions and answers only, it 

can be made to look as if Brother Roberts resisted admitting that Christ 

needed a cleansing, bloodshedding sacrifice; but reading it all, we find 

brother Roberts several times said he did. The Resurrectional 

Responsibility Debate has been quoted to disprove the Berean position. 

Let us see what it really does say. Throughout the following, brother 

Andrew is always questioning brother Roberts, and begins each paragraph. 

"R:" means brother Roberts' reply, and what follows this in each paragraph 

is by brother Roberts. (Remarks in THIS type are our comments). The 

numbers are question numbers in the published debate— 
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111. Is "sin in the flesh" the subject of justification through the blood of 

Christ? R: It will be ultimately. [Brother Roberts disagreed as to the 

TIME, not the FACT]. 

 

114. I said "acquittal from actual or imputed guilt." [Here is brother 

Andrew's theory of "imputed guilt" showing through. This is why 

brother Roberts had to be careful in answering]. 

 

284. Did Christ require to die for himself. R: In view of the work he came 

to do, YES. But if there had been himself only, No. 

 

287. Was the shedding of his blood not necessary for himself apart from 

others? R: Since we cannot contemplate him apart from others, it is no use 

putting the question. He was one of the whole race. 

 

288. You put it (that) if there had been no others, his death would have 

been unnecessary? R: That is putting an abstract question which it is not 

convenient to discuss. 

 

290. But did he not fulfil the Aaronic type of offering for himself, and then 

for the sins of the people? R: NO DOUBT. 

 

291. What was it in relation to himself for which he had to shed his blood? 

R: He stood there as bearing the sins of his whole brethren. 

[Brother Roberts explains how Christ "bore the sins of his brethren" 

when he says: "The ceremonial imposition of sins upon the animals 

was the type. The REAL "putting of sin" on the Lamb of God, in the 

bestowal of a prepared sin-body wherein to die, is the substance 

(Christadelphian, 1873, page 462). Again: "Iniquities laid on him ... 

this was laid on Jesus in his being made of our nature" 

(Christadelphian, 1873, page 400). Therefore brother Roberts says: 

"He offered for himself, first, by reason of his participation in Adamic 

mortality" (Christadelphian, 1873, page 555). 

That is: He came to save the race. He bore our sins in being made of 

Sin's Flesh. Being made of Sin's Flesh, he personally needed a 

cleansing sacrifice. Being, as one of the race, so cleansed, that 

cleansing covers all who become part of him.] 

 

292. Did he have the sin-nature himself, as well as the sins of his brethren, 

which required the offering of himself as a sacrifice? R: He had no sin 

except the possession of a nature which leads to sin, but which in him did 

not lead to sin. 

 

293. Did it not require blood-shedding to cleanse him, although it did not 

lead to sinning? R: In order to declare God's righteousness is Paul's 
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explanation, which to me is the all-sufficient explanation, and to me 

profoundly philosophical. Any other is so much cloud of dust. 

 

296. Did Christ's own sin nature require blood-shedding in order that he 

might be cleansed? R: As you cannot put him apart from others, it is no 

use asking the question. 

[Brother Roberts knew that brother Andrew was trying to get him to 

speak of Christ "apart from others", and that is why he appears to be 

evading a plain statement of truth. He explains this later (see 393 and 

715-724). Some stop here, and quote it to "prove" brother Roberts did 

not believe Christ had to offer for himself. But he later repeatedly and 

emphatically says he DID, as we shall see]. 

 

392. Did not Christ enter into the most holy place, or immortality, on the 

basis of the shedding of his blood? Does this not mean that he could not 

enter in without? Does it not also mean that the blood cleansed him 

individually from corruption which was an impediment to his obtaining 

eternal life? R: I DO NOT DENY THAT. 

 

393. Why did you say that Christ did not die for himself, apart from others? 

R: Because you were asking me to consider him in his individual capacity, 

detached from the human race, and I refuse to consider him in that 

capacity... What is the use of discussing a case that does not exist ... His 

work is the saving of mankind, and you cannot discuss him apart from that. 

[Note these two answers well. They explain much. Later answers are 

even clearer]. 

 

399. We both recognize Christ did not commit transgression, and that his 

blood was not required in regard to himself for anything of that kind. Yet 

he did shed his blood for himself. What was it then for which he shed his 

blood for himself? R: I have answered that several times, brother Andrew. 

He was a mortal man, inheriting death from Adam. 

[Both agreed Christ shed his blood for himself, and could not 

otherwise attain to life. But brother Andrew contended it was to 

"atone" (in the orthodox sense) for the "imputed guilt" of Adam, 

while brother Roberts taught it was the necessary God-appointed 

cleansing from the physical defilement of the sin-nature that made 

him one with his brethren in need of a sacrifice]. 

 

400. You have answered it by evading it. R: By no means. I have not 

answered it in your precise terms, which conceal meanings. 

 

401. Did he not require to shed his blood to cleanse himself from his own 

sin nature, and has not God made that the basis by which those in him may 

be justified from the sin of that nature, and have forgiveness of sins? R: I 
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prefer the Scripture description of what was done by the death of Christ. 

The Scriptures never use the word cleanse, in that sense. 

[Some use this to "prove" brother Roberts taught Christ wasn't 

cleansed by his own sacrifice. This sets him against himself when he 

says: "Christ should first of all be PURIFIED with better sacrifices 

than the Mosaic" (Law of Moses, chapter 10, page 90,1946 Edition). 

And again: "Christ must have been PURGED by the antitypical blood 

of his own sacrifice" (Law of Moses, chapter 18, page 170). And many 

other places. The "that sense" brother Roberts objected to was 

cleansing from "imputed guilt," as question 405 shows]. 

 

402. Never use the word "cleanse" in regard to physical sin? R: Not in that 

connection. 

 

403. Did not the inanimate things of the Mosaic Tabernacle require to be 

cleansed, justified, or atoned for, by bloodshedding? R: Yes, as a shadow, 

doubtless. 

 

404. Was there any moral guilt attaching to them? R: You do not require 

me to answer that, of course? 

 

405. Then it was for imputed guilt? 

[THIS was what brother Andrew was driving at; and THIS was what 

brother Roberts was denying. Here we can see why brother Roberts 

was so very cautious and seemingly evasive. Brother Andrew was 

trying to get brother Roberts to say that Christ by his bloodshed, and 

we at our baptism, are "cleansed" or "justified" from the "imputed 

guilt" of Adam. Brother Andrew's theory compelled him to believe 

that the "condemnation" that came on all men (including Christ), was 

"imputed guilt." This becomes clearer]  

 

414. Are they (Adam's posterity) not under condemnation for the offense 

of Adam before they do anything themselves, right or wrong? R: They are 

mortal because of Adam's sin. 

 

415. That is not an answer. Are they not under condemnation for the 

offense of Adam before they do anything, right or wrong? R: God 

condemns no man for Adam's offense in the individual sense. 

Condemnation comes through it, which is a very different idea. 

 

416. Do you deny the statement, "By the offense of one, judgment came 

on all men to condemnation"? R: No, I do not deny it. 

 

417. You do! R: No. I explain it. 
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422. Are not they (babies) "children of wrath," and do they not die under 

the condemnation under which they were born? R: They are children who 

would grow up to be men who would provoke God's wrath by 

disobedience if they lived, but as babies the wrath is not begun. 

[Here is where brother Roberts takes issue with brother Andrew's 

mechanical theory of "justifying" babies by the blood of Christ from 

the "imputed guilt" of Adam. We must observe where he agrees and 

where he takes issue. He agrees that the faithful are eventually 

justified from Adamic Condemnation by the blood of Christ, when 

they are made immortal.]  

 

431. Does not that justification (of the faithful by the blood of Christ,  

 

430) include justification from the Adamic condemnation they inherited? 

R: I have no issue with you as to the righteous. 

 

437. Does not a baby require justification? R: You cannot justify a baby. 

 

456. Is it not the unclean nature spoken of here, when the apostle says, 

"The blood of bulls and of goats and the ashes of an heifer, sprinkling the 

unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh"? R: Impossible, for the 

Law never did cleanse sin nature. 

 

457. Never did cleanse sin nature? R: The cleansing of sin nature is 

reserved for the resurrection. 

 

458. Is not this statement made in reference to the Law? R: Yes. 

 

459. Then what was the nature or effect of the purifying of the flesh which 

is spoken of here? R: Those who were purified were recognized as legally 

clean. It was a shadow cleanness—all types and shadows. 

 

460. All types and shadows: but there was a legal cleanness? R: In the 

sense in question, it was real—a really recognized legal cleanness. 

 

468. Then if the flesh under the Law was unclean, and required a shadowy 

purification, where was the shadow—or where was the prophecy, if you 

so like it—in regard to Christ, if our nature does not require cleansing 

through bloodshedding? R: Our nature DOES require cleansing. It WILL 

be cleansed at the resurrection, and that will be because of Christ's 

obedience unto death. 

[Brother Roberts never limits the benefits of baptism solely to 

forgiveness of personal sins. It is the only way to (eventually, if 

worthy) be cleansed from the sin nature through his blood. But he 

vehemently opposed the Andrew theory that baptism justified us from 
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the imputed guilt of Adam's sin, and thereby made it possible for our 

death to be broken for resurrection to judgment. We must discern 

what he is opposing, and what he is agreeing with]. 

 

682. Is a man, when baptized, legally freed from Adamic condemnation? 

R: What do you mean by "legally freed"? 

 

683. I mean that the wrath of God or condemnation pertaining to him as 

the result of his being descended from Adam is taken away. R: It is 

commenced to be taken away, but nothing more. It all depends; it is a 

process. 

[Brother Roberts did not like the term "wrath of God" in this 

connection, but he did agree that Adamic condemnation is 

COMMENCED to be taken away at baptism. That is, that baptism is 

related to the (eventual) removal of Adamic condemnation]. 

 

685. Have you never taught that Adamic condemnation is legally taken 

away at baptism? R: I am not aware that I have. 

 

686. Do you recognize this: "Legally a man is freed from Adamic 

condemnation at the time he obeys the Truth and receives the remission of 

sins, but actually its physical effects remain until this mortal (that is, this 

Adamic condemned nature) is swallowed up in the life that Christ will 

bestow upon his brethren at his coming" (Christadelphian, 1878, page 

225). R: I FULLY ENDORSE THAT. 

 

690. Do you adhere to this statement that he is legally freed from Adamic 

condemnation? R: I understand God gives the obedient believer a clean 

slate. 

 

691. What is wiped out? R: Everything that stands against us in any way, 

whether from Adam or ourselves. 

 

692. Then there's a passing out of Adam in Christ at baptism? R: 

CERTAINLY. 

 

693. When a man passes into Christ, what has he in Adam that he loses 

when he passes into Christ? R: His relation to the whole death dispensation 

which Adam introduced. There is a preliminary deliverance at baptism, 

but it is not actual till the resurrection. 

 

694. Does he not realize, in a legal sense, a justification from the 

condemnation which is derived from Adam? R: The apostolic 

proclamation of the Gospel has almost nothing to say about that, brother 

Andrew, but about forgiveness of our sins. If I have expressed an opinion 
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there that favors your present contention, it must have been in reference to 

some special question put with that phraseology in it, which you 

introduced. 

 

695. Is not a believer, at baptism, made to endorse and morally participate 

in the condemnation of sin in the flesh which Jesus underwent when he 

was crucified? R: CERTAINLY. He is baptized into the death of Christ in 

the sense of morally endorsing all that that involves. 

 

704. What is the antitype of making an atonement for the holy place, in 

regard to Christ? R: Cleansing and redeeming him from Adamic nature 

utterly. 

 

706. In relation to himself, personally, apart from his position as a sin 

bearer for others? R: You cannot take him apart from that position ... There 

never would have been a Christ if there had not been a sin race to be 

redeemed. If he had been by himself, he would not have required to die at 

all—if he had been disconnected from our race . . . I mean, if he had been 

by himself—a new Adam—having no connection with the race of Adam 

first: not made out of it. 

[Here brother Andrew is trying again to get brother Roberts to 

consider Christ apart from the race.] 

 

710. But if, as a descendant of Adam, he had been the only one to whom 

God granted the offer of salvation, would he not have had to die before he 

could obtain that salvation? R: I refuse the question in that form, because 

it is an impossible "if."' He was not sent for himself, but for us. 

 

711. Is it not clear that Christ, as a necessity, must offer up himself for the 

purging of his own sin nature? R: As a son of Adam, a son of Abraham, a 

son of David, YES. 

 

712. First from the uncleanness of death, that having by his own blood 

obtained eternal life HIMSELF, he might be able to save others? R: 

CERTAINLY. 

 

713. Then he died for himself apart from being a sin-bearer for others? R: 

I do not admit that: I cannot separate him from his work. 

[Brother Andrew's peculiar theory required this separation: brother 

Roberts resisted it to the end]. 

 

715. How could Jesus have been made free from that sin which God laid 

upon him in his own nature - "made in the likeness of sinful flesh"—if he 

had not died FOR HIMSELF as well as for us? R: HE COULD NOT. 
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716. Then he offered for himself as well as for us? R: CERTAINLY. 

 

717. Is it not clear then from this that the death of Christ was necessary to 

purify his own nature from the sin power? R: CERTAINLY. 

 

718. That was hereditary in him in the days of his flesh? R: No doubt of 

it. 

 

719. And he as the first one had to undergo purification through his shed 

blood and resurrection? R: CERTAINLY, I HAVE NEVER CALLED 

THAT IN QUESTION IN THE LEAST. 

 

720. Did you not say Tuesday night that he did NOT need to shed his blood 

for himself? R: That is upon your impossible supposition that he stood 

apart from us, and was a new Adam altogether ... You asked me to consider 

him apart from us. 

 

723. Apart from us, but still a descendant of Adam? R: That is my point - 

that you CANNOT separate him from the work he came to do. There never 

would have been a Christ at all if he had not been for that work. 

 

724. Then as a descendant of Adam, it WAS necessary for him to shed his 

blood in order to obtain eternal life? R: I have already answered that 

several times. 

 
It will be noted from the above that on the relationship of baptism to 

Adamic Condemnation and the Law of Sin and death, brother Roberts 

fully agreed with brother Andrew that 

Racial condemnation is cancelled (potentially: Brother Roberts) at 

baptism (Preface). 

 

In the sense of "legal mortality" (as brother Roberts defines), we pass 

from death to life at baptism (Preface). 

 

"Sin in the flesh" is ultimately the subject of justification through the 

blood of Christ (111). 

 

The righteous are eventually "justified" (that is, cleansed) from 

Adamic Condemnation by the blood of Christ (432). 

 

Our nature does require cleansing. It will be cleansed at the 

resurrection. And it will be because of Christ's obedience unto 

death. [And it will be because we, through baptism have entered 

into him] (468). 
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The condemnation pertaining to a man as a result of his being 

descended from Adam COMMENCES to be taken away at 

baptism. [That is, he enters at baptism a relationship which will 

eventuate in its being taken away if he is faithful to the end] (683). 

 

"Legally" a man is freed from Adamic condemnation at the time he 

obeys the Truth. [Brother Roberts wrote this in 1878, before the 

Andrew controversy. He endorsed it in the debate, but said later 

that in view of brother Andrew's "legal" theories and 

phraseology, he would not choose that expression again] (686). 

At baptism, anything that stands against us in any way, whether from 

Adam or ourselves, is wiped out (691). 

 

We pass out of Adam into Christ at baptism. [Another expression 

brother Roberts subsequently refrained from using, because of 

brother Andrew's misuse of it] (692). 

 

A man, passing into Christ, loses his relationship to the whole death 

dispensation which Adam introduced. There is preliminary 

deliverance at baptism; actual at resurrection (693). And on the matter 

of Christ needing and being saved by a sacrificial blood-shedding, 

brother Roberts agreed with brother Andrew that - 

 

Christ fulfilled the Aaronic type of offering FOR HIMSELF, and then 

for the sins of the people (290). 

 

Christ could not enter immortality without shedding his blood. The 

shed blood cleansed him individually from corruption which was an 

impediment to his obtaining eternal life (392). 

 

He shed his blood FOR HIMSELF, because he was mortal, inheriting 

death from Adam (399). 

 

The antitype of MAKING AN ATONEMENT for the Holy Place in 

regard to Christ is the cleansing and redeeming him from Adamic 

nature utterly (704). 

 

Christ, as a son of Adam, Abraham and David, must OFFER FOR 

HIMSELF for the PURGING of his own sin nature (711). 

 

Having BY HIS OWN BLOOD obtained eternal life HIMSELF, he 

is able to save others (712). 

 

Christ offered FOR HIMSELF, as well as for us (716). 
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He as the first one had to undergo PURIFICATION THROUGH HIS 

SHED BLOOD (719). 

 

Brother Roberts said that it is ONLY on the "impossible supposition" 

that he was a "new Adam altogether" that we could say he did not 

need to shed his blood for himself (720). 

 

It will readily be seen that by just quoting selected answers out of context, 

a very incorrect impression could be given of what brother Roberts said 

and believed. The answers which have been quoted to "prove" that, 

according to brother Roberts, Christ did not need a cleansing, 

bloodshedding sacrifice are those where brother Andrew is trying to get 

him to consent to "imputed guilt" and/or Christ considered separate from 

his brethren. 

 

When brother Roberts says (406), "Bloodshedding is never spoken of 

except in connection with actual sin," he is simply saying, as he says many 

times, that we cannot consider Christ as separate from the work for which 

he was specifically created and prepared. He is certainly not contradicting 

himself in connection with what he says so many times elsewhere about 

Christ needing a bloodshed sacrifice for the cleansing of his nature. 

 

A debate is a time and pressure situation. There is no opportunity for full 

and balanced exposition. Brother Roberts had to constantly cope with 

brother Andrew's obsessive efforts to separate Christ from his mission, for 

the sake of his theory. A brother must be allowed to explain what he said 

and why he said it, and we must accept such an explanation, rather than 

set his words in one part of the debate against his words in other parts, and 

against his general teaching elsewhere. 

 

A Reply to “Sin and Its Removal” 
 
The Editor of the Sanctuary Keeper has just issued a little pamphlet in 

which he endeavours to demonstrate that his teaching regarding sin is 

identical with that of Dr. Thomas.  The work is liable to give an erroneous 

impression for two reasons. In the first place, it takes great pains to 

establish certain propositions which the Christadelphian does not deny; 

and in the second place, by giving partial quotations, it makes the Doctor 

appear to sanction views which were entirely remote from his mind. 

 

I will, as briefly as possible, take up the various points at issue, and show 

that the main points of Christadelphian teaching which constitute our basis 

of fellowship have remained absolutely unaltered. 
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The Editor of the Sanctuary Keeper gives a number of quotations from 

Elpis Israel regarding sin. He deduces as the result four propositions, 

which are susceptible of more than one meaning. Three features are 

involved in the issue:— 

1. What is meant by constituted sinner?  

2. What is sin in the flesh?  

3. Is there any legal guilt attaching to Adamic condemnation which 

can be removed apart from physical change, as in the case of infants 

at circumcision? 

 

When these points have been settled the issue will be decided. I will give 

some quotations from the Doctor’s works, and also from back numbers of 

the Christadelphian. 

 

First, with regard to the application of the word “sinner” to infants, Dr. 

Thomas gives it as a synonym for unclean (Elpis Israel, page 116). He 

says:  

“They will not be condemned to the second death because they were 

born sinners, nor to any other pains or penalties than those which are 

the common lot of humanity in the present life. They are simply under 

that provision of the constitution of sin which says, “Dust thou art, 

and unto dust shalt thou return’” (p. 117). 

 

“Infants die because they are born of mortal flesh, and not because 

they have committed sin or are responsible for Adam’s sin” (Clerical 

Theology, page 10).  

 

Brother Andrew in the 1876 Christadelphian, page 64, wrote:— 

“To say that human beings who have committed no transgression die 

not through Adamic condemnation, but because of a natural law of 

mortality, is to introduce between two truths an antagonism which 

does not exist. True death occurs through such a law; but what is its 

origin? The decree by which the Almighty has condemned to death 

the Adamic race.” 

 

Finally, I will give a few quotations from the editor of the Christadelphian, 

taken from the volumes of 1874–5. To E. Turney:— 

“Finally, I do not teach that Christ was a sinner either by birth or other 

means; this is your misrepresentation. I believe he inherited in his 

flesh the result of Adam’s sin, not that he was a sinner himself.” “And 

here I may add, for the sake of a few who are wondering what the 

phrase ‘constitutional sinner’ means, as once or twice employed by 

Dr. Thomas in reference to Christ; it means that he stood related to a 

sin-constitution of things—a state of things arising out of sin without 

being himself a committer of sin. . . . Only perversity would suppress 
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the word constitutional and allege that the Christadelphians teach 

Christ to have been a sinner” (Christadelphian, 1874, page 281). 

  

“He (Jesus) was a sufferer from the effects of sin in all the items of 

weakness, labour, pain, sorrow, death; and in this sense (as a partaker 

with us of the effects of sin) has been described as a constitutional 

sinner, or one subject to a sin-constitution of things. But as this phrase 

gives occasion to disingenuous cavil, it is well to discard the phrase 

and look at the meaning which has been stated” (1875, page 375).  

 

It is solely for this reason—because some have associated the idea of 

God’s wrath with the phrase constitutional sinner that the term has been 

objected to, and these quotations show that the present attitude of the 

Christadelphian is exactly the same as it has always been. 

 

The next point is the meaning of sin in the flesh. The following quotations 

will show what has always been intended by the phrase. 

“The nature of the lower animals is as full of this physical evil 

principle as the nature of man; though it cannot be styled sin with the 

same expressiveness, because it does not possess them as the result 

of their own transgression. The name, however, does not alter the 

nature of the thing (Elpis Israel, page 114). 

 

The very clear explanation of the term in Clerical Theology Unscriptural 

has been quoted before. The editor of the Sanctuary Keeper says that the 

succeeding sentences throw a different light upon the portion which was 

quoted; but if he thinks so, he must misunderstand our position. There is 

nothing in the extended passage which he quotes to which I can take the 

slightest exception. 

 

Sin in the flesh was defined thus by brother Andrew in the 1874 

Christadelphian, page 122:  

“This knowledge in the sense of experience came into his (Adam’s) 

flesh as the result of sin, and became afterwards a cause of sin in the 

flesh of his descendants, and on this account, it is spoken of as sin in 

the flesh.” 

 

If brother Andrew will not accept this definition now, then he has 

completely changed; if he will accept it, then I for one am not at issue with 

him with regard to this particular point. 

 

We now come to the third point. Did Dr. Thomas or other brethren teach 

that the Adamic condemnation involved legal or federal guilt? or is there 

a moral aspect to the condemnation which could be removed in the case 

of infants by a ceremony designed for that object? 
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The following words are from Elpis Israel page 115, immediately 

following a quotation given in the pamphlet under review:  

“There is much foolishness spoken and written about ‘original sin.’ 

Infants are made the subjects of a religious ceremony, to regenerate 

them because of original sin. . . . . . If original sin, which is in fact sin 

in the flesh, were neutralized, then all baptismally regenerated babes 

ought to live for ever, as Adam would had he eaten of the tree of life 

after he had sinned. But they die, which is a proof that the 

regeneration does not cure their souls and is therefore mere 

theological quackery.” 

 

This is conclusive on the point at issue. If the condemnation were 

individual, involving legal guilt, then the idea of a religious ceremony to 

remove it from infants, such as brother Andrew teaches, would be 

eminently reasonable. But the Doctor ridicules the idea, and thereby shows 

that he regarded the Adamic condemnation purely as a racial, federal 

matter, not as a condemnation which required to be individually postponed 

or warded off in the case of infants. 

 

We now come to the question of sacrifice. In his efforts to show that the 

Christadelphian has changed its teaching regarding the sacrifice of Christ, 

brother Andrew actually quotes a passage from the December number of 

1894, which is itself a quotation from 1873!! It is just an instance of how 

completely a man may be blinded by his advocacy of a particular theory. 

 

A greater shock still, however, awaits us on the last page of the little 

pamphlet. The author says: “It is quite true that brother Roberts, during the 

Renunciation controversy, admitted that, as far as Christ was concerned, 

the shedding of his blood was not necessary, except as an act of obedience; 

but I pointed out to him at the time that in making this admission he was 

‘surrendering a citadel to the enemy.’” 

 

Here is an admission! Brother Andrew knew perfectly well that brother 

Roberts took such a position at the time of the Renunciation controversy; 

he actually wrote a letter about the matter; and yet with this knowledge he 

has been sending about the country pamphlets which declare that if brother 

Roberts had taken such a position, the Renunciation controversy would 

have ceased! (“The Advocate on Adamic Condemnation,” page 6, and the 

“Retrospect,” page 4). 

 

These words, in fact, constitute a surrender of the whole contention that 

the Christadelphian has changed. It is no longer brother Roberts of to-day 

versus brother Roberts of twenty years ago, but brother Roberts of twenty 

years ago versus Dr. Thomas. The little pamphlet under review ends by 
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saying that so long as the Editor of the Christadelphian “teaches that our 

position by birth does not require a justification by blood shedding, he is 

making a false claim,” in maintaining that he is in harmony with Dr. 

Thomas. This is hardly a fair statement of the case. 

 

Dr. Thomas, so far as I am aware, never viewed the case of Christ apart 

from his mission. It was on the supposition that Christ was the only one to 

be saved that the difficulty arose; and it would be difficult to say precisely 

what answer the Doctor would have given to such a question. He would 

probably have replied:  

“The question is—If the purpose of God had been entirely different 

in one particular, would it have been the same in all others? God 

would have done ‘all His pleasure.’ What He requires is necessary, 

nothing else.”  

 

This is, indeed, the conclusion to which we are forced. Why was it 

necessary for sin to be condemned in sinful flesh innocent of 

transgression? If brother Andrew takes the same view as Dr. Thomas, as 

he claims, he will reply, “No other reason can be given than that God 

willed it” (see Elpis Israel, page 149). If we ask why, it was that the Holiest 

of all could not be entered without a perfect sacrifice, the same answer 

must be given. If then we ask whether God would have required a 

declaration of his righteousness if Christ had been the only one to enter 

life, we ask a presumptuous question. If God’s purpose had been different 

His will might have been different. As it was, He required Jesus to submit 

to a sacrificial death, consequently a violent death was necessary for his 

own redemption. 

 

To say that this involves the idea of substitution is the very height of 

absurdity. From the standpoint of the new theory, Jesus was in a state of 

at-one-ment with God until he came under the curse of the law. Why then 

did he have to suffer prior to that? Why was he scourged? Why was he 

hanged on the tree since the at-one-ment was not destroyed until he was 

actually there? Was it not that “it became him by whom are all things to 

make the captain of our salvation perfect through suffering?” and was not 

Jesus’ submission to death an act of obedience? (Phil. 2:8). 

 

Substitution is not involved by the position brother Roberts took against 

the Renunciationists, but brother Andrew is running dangerously near it 

now when he speaks of the violent death “incurred by Adam and inflicted 

on Christ.” In the 1875 Christadelphian the editor deals with the question 

of substitution. He says, page 90,  

“The orthodox notion of substitution, which is revived in 

Renunciationism, implies the exemption of those substituted from the 

operation to which the substitute is subjected.” Is not the new theory 
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gravitating in this direction to the obscuration of the fact that we have 

to pass through much tribulation, and that we are still unredeemed? 

 

At all events the cry that the Christadelphian has changed has been 

surrendered. It is said the Christadelphian changed in denying that the 

descendants of Adam are legally guilty of his sin. If we turn to the 1876 

Christadelphian, page 62, we find brother Andrew denying that the 

expression “sinners” as applied to Adam’s descendants implies guilt. 

There is no legal saving clause; in fact, the statement is made as an 

accessory to the denial that they are regarded as actual transgressors of the 

Eden law. 

 

The denial that God’s wrath is upon all because of Adamic sin has also 

been regarded as a change; but if we turn to the Christadelphian for 1873, 

page 554, we find words infinitely stronger than any that have been 

employed in the present controversy. “The wrath of God,” says brother 

Roberts, “is not revealed against us because Adam sinned (as the apostacy 

and Renunciationism teach), but because we ourselves transgress.” 

 

The idea that we are not individually condemned is given in the retrospect 

as a part of the change; but if we turn to the Christadelphian for 1874, 

page 526, the same idea is expressed in the same words: “No one is born 

under condemnation in its individual application; that is, no one is 

condemned as an individual until his actions as an individual call for it. 

 

The refusal to apply the word sinner to infants has also been quoted, but 

we find that in 1874 brother Roberts made an exactly similar refusal, and 

for the same reason, i.e., the wrath of God associated with the idea. 

 

It has been claimed that the denial of a present freedom from the law of 

sin and death is a change. If we turn to the 1874 Christadelphian, page 

304, brother Andrew, in antagonizing the Renunciationists, destroys the 

very idea which he now enunciates. He says: “The passage which is 

supposed to support the extraordinary idea that believers die under the law 

of the spirit of life is Rom. 8:2. The apostle says, ‘The law of the spirit of 

life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death.’ A 

little attention to the context and the actual facts of the case will show that 

this statement is made prospectively. Later on, in the same page, he says, 

that the ‘only change’ which a believer undergoes at baptism is ‘one of 

relationship.’” 

 

Lastly, we have in the little pamphlet under review the statement that 

“Christ’s death was purely a matter of choice,” placed as a change from 

previous teaching. We turn to the Christadelphian for 1874 and find on 

page 25 these words by brother Andrew himself: “No doubt the life which 
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Jesus laid down was a ‘voluntary surrender.’ He laid it down when it was 

only half expired.” 

 

I might quote much more, but it is not necessary. These extracts are 

sufficient to show that there has been a great deal of misrepresentation, 

and that the change is really on the side of those who deny the 

responsibility of the unjustified. 

 

As there has been a certain amount of misunderstanding consequent upon 

the application of answers to specific questions to general definitions of 

faith, I will set forth a few propositions exhibiting the actual teaching of 

those who reject the new theory. 

1. The Adamic condemnation is purely a racial, federal matter, which 

does not imply guilt in Adam’s descendants. 

 

2. While men are in Adam, they are under the constitution of sin. 

When they are baptised into Christ, they have forgiveness of their 

sins, and come under the constitution of righteousness, in other words 

they remain mortal, but ordered to be immortal with an “if.” 

 

3. The change which takes place at baptism is purely one of 

relationship, and the freedom from the law of sin and death is 

prospective so far as actual results are concerned. 

 

4. Christ required redemption from Adamic nature equally with his 

brethren, and the mode of redemption which God had ordained was a 

perfect obedience culminating in a sacrificial death. 

 

5. Sin in the flesh is the evil animal principle which evolves 

transgression as well as natural corruption. It exists in the lower 

animals as much as in man, but cannot be called sin with the same 

expressiveness, since in their case it is not the result of transgression. 

 

These points which have been raised are really mere diversions from the 

main issue. The actual question is the ground of resurrectional 

responsibility. It is contended that “all in Christ” will be raised and no 

others. Yet Jesus commanded his disciples to preach in all the world (Mark 

16) and said that those who rejected their teaching should be damned. If 

this refers only to the Jewish world, how could rejecting Jews be “in 

Christ,” since the sacrifices of the old dispensation were done away and 

could do them no good, while to baptism, instituted as the only means of 

justification, they would not submit? The Pharisees and the Sadducees will 

be raised; were they in Christ? It is admitted that it is impossible to be in 

Christ apart from an acceptation of the one faith, and association with the 

sacrifice of Christ; and they refused both. The truth is simple when 
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delivered from the refinements of legal metaphysics. “This is (the ground 

of) condemnation, that light is come.” The man that knowingly rejects the 

words of Christ will be raised to condemnation (on Christ’s own 

authority). 

 

 

 

America’s Relationship to the Problem of 

Original Sin 
(from the Christadelphian1894) 

 

On the Other Side of the Atlantic 

Brother J. J. Andrew receives what encouragement may be 

contained in a somewhat excited demand from the other side of the 

Atlantic as to what the brethren here are doing. Brother F. G. 

Jannaway calls attention to an article in the Advocate, [bro. Thomas 

Williams’ American publication] entitled, “What is the matter with 

you over there?”  [This is an article written by an American brother, 

Thomas Williams, questioning bro. Roberts’ actions in Britain.] 

 

Extracts from Bro. Jannaway’s Remarks 

“More than a column is devoted to arousing the natural man, by 

accusing the criticized brethren of “kicking, bruising, stabbing,” by 

picturing “a bleeding victim,” by calling for “a sponge and a little 

water,” by counselling to wipe off the trickling blood, by signaling 

for “an ambulance,” by suggesting “a Mercy Hospital” for the 

“trampled victim of a wild stampede.” 

 

“How is it possible for the readers of the Advocate (brother 

Jannaway enquires) to calmly consider the facts of the case when 

the editor prefaces his article with such a blood-curdling 

introduction? 

 

“Wait a little bit, brethren; take breath, cool off.”  

 

The fact is, we have waited a very big bit. For two whole years have 

the brethren been endeavouring to persuade the author of “the Blood 

of the Covenant” to withdraw from the position he took; but no. As 

has been publicly stated, “he pressed his views upon every possible 

occasion, converting all our meetings into a scene of contradiction 
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and dissension: saying that those who taught that resurrection was 

possible by the power of God only, and outside of the Blood of 

Christ, were ‘blasphemous,’ ‘held a fatal error,’ and were ‘liars.’” 

“He commenced to introduce the matter into lectures and addresses 

with much denunciation, &c.” “Fair Play,” says the Advocate. Good, 

but where does it come in? Would it be fair play to the truth to 

remain silent under such circumstances? 

 

“Oh,” but says the Advocate, “I will remind you that this brother is 

one of the Lord’s anointed ones.” Admitted, and so was loving Peter 

who, with the best of feelings, revolted at the idea of his Master 

having to suffer, and yet what said Christ? “Get thee behind me 

Satan!” So, our duty is to rebuke where necessary: mark them that 

cause division; and withdraw where such conduct is persisted in.  

 

“You have charged him with teaching that the Blood of Christ 

operates mechanically in producing resurrection.”  

 

Quite so; and had the Advocate grasped the new theory he would 

have seen the justice of the charge. Let him read the debate just 

published, and he will see that according to such the action of the 

shed blood is so mechanical as of necessity to justify the enemies of 

Christ, who had no faith in him, who rejected him, and who were 

thus mechanically justified when Christ’s blood was shed, and made 

amenable to the judgment seat on account of “the previous sacrifices 

they had offered up.” (See questions 1—73 of the debate). 

 

“An effort is then put forth to make Dr. Thomas endorse “the idea 

of imputing the sin of Adam to helpless babes,” by quoting the 

following remarks from the “Revealed Mystery.”  

“All mankind are born of corruptible parents into a state of sin. 

By this natural birth they become members of this sinful and 

evil state, and heirs of its disabilities. By virtue of this birth they 

are constituted sinners.”  

 

It would have been well if the Advocate had noticed that Dr. Thomas 

uses this word constituted as brother Roberts uses it, as a verb, and 

not as an adjective. The doctor reveals his mind in further explaining 

the term thus— 

“that is, they were endowed with a nature like his (Adam’s), 

which had become unclean as the result of disobedience,” and 
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he distinctly states “not because they were responsible 

transgressors.”  

 

Yet some are now contending that we require forgiving for that for 

which we were not responsible. The word of God teaches that we 

need forgiving our own sins and redeeming from our vile bodies—

(both of which are traceable to Adam’s offence, but which is a 

different thing from our being held guilty of that offence.) 

 

“Because brother Roberts says “that we do not pass entirely out of 

Adam into Christ at baptism,” he is accused of “evading the real 

matter.” This is untrue and shows a want of perception as to what 

“in Christ” really means. To be “in Christ” is to remain in him. The 

brother who turns traitor to the truth is not regarded by Christ as “in 

him” (John 15:6; 8:31; Col. 1:23; 2 Cor. 13:5; Heb. 3:6; 1 John 

2:28). If all who have been baptised into Christ are really in him, 

whether faithful or unfaithful, then they will all be saved, for Christ 

has said, “Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord.” 

 

“The Advocate speaks of “inherited wrath of God,” from which “we 

are at baptism delivered.” This has been correctly described as 

jargon. Speak as the oracles of God. Bible deliverance from Adamic 

inheritance is future. Thus, Paul exclaimed, “Who shall deliver 

me”? when speaking of the state into which he was born. 

 

“By nature children of wrath.” True! But what does Paul mean? 

Does he mean that God is angry with us as soon as we are born? The 

very text in which the phrase occurs excludes such an unreasonable 

doctrine (Eph. 2:3). He speaks of “lusts of the flesh,” “desires of the 

flesh,” “desires of the mind,” “conversation in times past,” “wherein 

we walked,” “the spirit that now worketh in the children of 

disobedience,” all of which have to do with nature, but which 

require action superadded. Of all sin it may truly be said, “it is our 

nature so to do.” We are truly “by nature children of wrath,” but it 

is wrath against evil-doing; any other wrath is inconceivable.” 

 

Editorial Remarks 

The Advocate presentment of the matter, while racy enough to be 

quite readable, is inaccurate and inconsistent, yet perfectly 

intelligible as the unburdening of the editor’s mind in a situation 

peculiarly embarrassing to himself. The question he propounds, 
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“What is the matter?” requires and admits of specific answer. 

Brother Williams may gather it from the remarks preceding those of 

brother Jannaway.  

 

If the question of the fate of the enlightened rejector of the truth has 

not been allowed to “remain where it was for thirty years,” it is 

because a public denial has been made of what has for thirty years 

been accepted as part and parcel of the professed system of the truth 

on the question of what constitutes the ground of the human 

responsibility to God. Such a question is naturally an integral 

portion of the truth. We have for forty years been believing and 

preaching that the light of knowledge is the ground on which God 

holds man accountable for their actions in the great day of judgment. 

As it is written, “The entrance of thy word giveth light,” and “This 

is the condemnation that light is come.” This has now been publicly 

repudiated and denounced as “the thinking of the flesh.” 

 

This is what is the matter with us over here. Let the blame, if there 

is to be blame, lie at the right door. If brother Williams “does not 

know why brother Andrew took the course he did,” he knows he has 

taken the course, and therefore knows what the matter is.  

 

The fact that brother Andrew has veered round to the doctrine which 

brother Williams holds, explains why his sympathy should be with 

him and why the action of the brethren here who differ with him 

should appear in the highly colored and tragical aspect exhibited in 

the phrases quoted by brother Jannaway.  

 

But it ought not to interfere with a correct discernment as to the 

facts. It is not on the one side a case of “kicking, or bruising, or 

stabbing” at all, nor on the other side is it a case of a brother 

prevailed against, who “breathes a spirit of love, the most gentle and 

Christ-like.” The London brethren have had to withstand open 

assault upon an avowed and professed principle of divine truth at the 

hands of a brother to whom they had most reason of all to look for 

its defence; and unhappily said brother has taken an attitude quite in 

contrast to the gentle ideal before the mind of brother Williams.  

 

But, of course, he is far from the scene of action, and only sees the 

dust raised, and not knowing what is going on, except that somebody 

that thinks as he thinks is getting the worst of it, imagines the worst, 
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and naturally gets excited, and shouts and gesticulates with a 

vehemence that causes those on this side to wonder “What can the 

matter be over there?” 

 

Some evidently have not read correctly the literature that has issued 

on the subject, or they would not, as brother Williams does, fix on 

the accessory garnishing and hypothetical corollaries of an 

argumentum ad hominem as a statement of the essence of the 

subject. When a man mistakes a sample of sophistical syllogism for 

the statement of an opponent’s actual argument, we cannot help the 

impression that the heat of feeling has dimmed perception. But we 

must make allowance. Some other matters are smart, but not 

accurately stated, and consequently have no relation to the implied 

charge of dealing untruthfully and unjustly, except such as they 

seem to have within the four corners of excited sentences. 

 

Brother Williams does not sufficiently appreciate the significance of 

differing with Dr. Thomas on the question at issue. It is one thing to 

differ with Dr. Thomas as to the meaning of a particular passage, 

and another thing to differ with him as to a principle of divine truth.  

 

The question of what makes men responsible to the judgment of God 

is a question of divine truth; the question of whether that principle 

is enunciated or not in a particular passage is a question of exegetical 

detail. Two men agreeing on the first, might consistently disagree 

on the second. Both might believe one doctrine without agreeing 

that it was taught in the same place. Two advocates in court might 

disagree as to the meaning of a particular clause in an Act of 

Parliament without disagreeing as to its applicability to the case in 

court.  

 

But suppose one of them denied the authority of Parliament or the 

sovereignty of the Queen, an issue would be raised which would put 

the speaker out of court. Dr. Thomas has taught that the ground of 

man’s responsibility to God is the knowledge of His will. If this is 

the truth, then differing with Dr. Thomas is differing with the truth, 

which is a different thing from differing with Dr. Thomas’s opinions 

on matters not plainly revealed, such as “The Day of His Coming,” 

or the translation or application of particular passages. These 

distinctions have been admitted, if we remember rightly, in one of 

brother Williams’s debates or articles. And he cannot ignore them 
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now for the sake of befriending the wrong side of a controversy with 

which he happens to sympathise.  

 

Dr. Thomas’s judgment on the divine principles regulating the 

relations of God and man will remain of great weight after all has 

been said about “mortal fallible men.” 

 

There is also some suggestion that the brethren who oppose brother 

Andrew have changed their contention because the particular 

phraseology employed against orthodox heathenism years ago has 

been apparently modified to meet a new contention.  

 

This is not the criticism of a true discrimination. All resistances 

accommodate themselves to attack. If the enemy advances from the 

rear, the squadrons that were facing the front have orders to “right 

about face.” In all matters of equilibrium, whether in gravitation or 

logic, a push too far one way leads to recoil, without exposing the 

recoiler to the charge of having changed his position. John, writing 

40 years after Paul, has nothing to say on justification by faith, of 

which Paul says so much in Romans, but much concerning the 

denial of Jesus Christ having come in the flesh, of which Paul is 

silent.  

 

Shall we say the Apostolic doctrine had changed between the two 

times? This would be as reasonable as to say that because 

prominence was given to the phrase “in Christ” in times past when 

men denied that connection with Christ had anything to do with 

future life, there has been a retreat from that truth now when called 

upon by an extreme in another direction to ask men to remember 

that that phrase is a figure of relation and not a literal term of 

mechanics. 

 

Brother Jannaway has sufficiently answered the suggestion that Dr. 

Thomas in his phrases “constituted sinners,” “state of sin,” &c., 

harmonises with the contention now raised, that God “imputes” the 

sin of Adam to his descendants. It is pretty much a strife of words in 

the way the thing is argued. Test the thing by its commonsense 

application, and the true state of the case must appear. If you impute 

an offence to a man, of course you can charge him with it. Imagine 

yourself charged by either God or man with eating the forbidden 

fruit in Eden. Would not your understanding be outraged? Is it 
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necessary to say, “You never did eat of the fruit: that you weren’t 

there to eat”?  

 

Adam ate: Adam sinned: Adam was condemned to death: Adam was 

driven out into a state of evil because of sin: you have been born into 

that state, or constitution of things, sharing his very being in all its 

relations, and therefore may be described as constitutional members 

of a sinful state, alias constituted sinners—that is, men helplessly 

made subject to a state of sin, from which you cannot, by your own 

will, deliver yourself.  

 

This is intelligible enough, and all that Dr. Thomas meant, or could 

mean, by his definitions. To talk of “imputing sin” is to confuse our 

understanding with an unscriptural conception. “Blessed is the man 

to whom the Lord will not impute sin”—that is, to whom the Lord 

will not impute his own sin, but will forgive him his sins: the idea 

of imputing somebody else’s sins to him is foreign alike to the 

Scriptures and common sense.  

 

It belongs truly to the papalized theology from which we have been 

delivered. It is to be feared that some of our brethren have not 

sufficiently known the soul-torturing horrors of that darkness to 

appreciate the deliverance which the truth has brought. There is no 

smoke with the truth, but there is a danger of the smoke being 

generated again by an unskillful use of its figures and technicalities. 

 

The question of the righteousness of Christ, in relation to those who 

believe in him, has been misunderstood in the same way through 

orthodox associations. The cure for these misunderstandings lies in 

getting to the naked facts instead of hugging phrases with indistinct 

ideas. A mist is liable to be created by the figurative embodiment of 

abstractions.  

 

Righteousness is an abstraction. The literal fact is that Christ was 

obedient, and that “God forgives us for Christ’s sake” when we 

conform to His institutions. Our faith is “counted for righteousness”: 

where we had no righteousness, and we are permitted to share in the 

privileges that Christ achieved by his own righteousness—if Christ 

at the judgment seat see fit to admit us. It is not an affair of “imputing 

Christ’s righteousness to us,” but of extending to us a participation 

in the result of Christ’s righteousness—on conditions, of which he 
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is judge. All these simple and blessed matters have been much 

befogged through the metaphysical disputations of the schoolmen in 

past centuries.  

 

Their misconceptions have become current in all theological 

literature, and we are all liable to bring them with us into the truth 

with the result that an editor, under the banner of the truth, asks the 

question in simplicity,  

“Is not the righteousness of Christ imputed to us when we are 

baptized? . . . Of course you know it is and you teach it and 

cherish it, and realize that after all we have done there is much 

to make up for; and the righteousness of Christ is not only his 

own but it is somebody else’s.”  

 

In all this, there is much misapprehension. The answer will be clear 

to those who are not down on the human plane of theological 

platitudes and misconceptions. What happens at baptism is the 

forgiveness of our sins—not the attributing to us of a righteousness 

that Christ performed, for in that case our salvation would be 

inevitable. What we have to do after that is to work out our salvation, 

by righteousness, in view of the solemn fact that he only that doeth 

righteousness is righteous, and that the unrighteous shall not inherit 

the Kingdom of God. When John saw the bride-elect at the final 

union, he was informed that the fine linen in which she was arrayed 

is “the righteousnesses (plural in the original) of the saints.” It is a 

truth that the world in general have forgotten, and which false 

theories obscure, that Christ will “give to every man according to 

his works.”—Robert Roberts. 

 

Signs 
 

Afghanistan 

 
Isa 18:1  Ho! to the land shadowing with wings, which is beyond the rivers 

of Cush: 

 

From the above description, bro. Thomas reasoned that the land defined in 

these words is Afghanistan.  The rivers of Cush were the rivers of Eastern 

Iraq, and so the land in question must lie beyond these rivers.  The 

description in this verse is of the Tarshish power, shadowing with wings 

the land of Israel from this location.  It was therefore with amazement we 
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watched each of the last four presidents of the United States over the past 

20 years vow to get out of Afghanistan but fail to be able.   

 

President Joe Biden has now put in place an exit strategy which appears to 

have the United States finally vacating Afghanistan.  The exit has, by any 

measure, been a total disaster.  The question is, was it a planned disaster?  

In other words, is the outcome exactly what the current leaders of the 

United States intended it to be? 

 

Much of the current leadership prefers for the United States to be removed 

from geopolitical events.  President Biden himself, has, over his long 

history in government, been very much opposed to American involvement 

in foreign wars.  He was famously, the lone protest vote over the call to 

assassinate Osama bin Laden.  He has been representative of a class who 

not only opposes American involvement but would very much like to leave 

things in such a state that America cannot become involved in foreign 

wars.   

 

President Biden, Vice President at the time, along with Tony Blinken, 

current Secretary of State were both very much involved in the American 

withdrawal from Iraq in 2011.  They assured the country that ISIS was not 

interested in attacking America, but only interested in events in Iraq, Syria, 

and the Levant, which includes Israel.  Like this withdrawal, it was also a 

total disaster, and the void created by America’s withdrawal gave birth to 

international events carried out by ISIS.   

 

Ultimately, attacks in Belgium, Australia, Canada, the United States and 

France showed their predictions wrong, and led to the reinvasion of Iraq.  

It took three years of aggressive action by ISIS, but America was 

ultimately forced by circumstances back into Iraq in 2014.  It is not 

inconceivable that the chaos created in the American withdrawal will have 

a similar effect as what recently took place in Iraq.  But that is not the 

intent of the current government. 

 

Several things stand out which can only be viewed as intended 

consequences.  First, the transfer of tremendous amounts of armaments to 

the Taliban, and consequently, to the Arab efforts to take out Israel.  The 

estimates on the Taliban’s military budget was 400 million dollars.  It is 

estimated that the United States is leaving 30 billions of dollars of 

equipment behind (not the 83 billion commonly reported, which includes 

all wages paid since 2001).  This will be an encouragement and a boost to 

the Arab militias all over the world.  It will be particularly useful to those 

states warring against Israel. 
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The withdrawal plan originally called for the military armaments to be 

removed prior to the troops pulling out.  This order was ignored.  Then it 

was suggested that the weaponry be destroyed by military attacks.  This 

has not been carried out.  So, there can be no question that the anti-Israel 

factions in the American government played a major role in arming 

Israel’s enemies under the cover of the military pull out from Afghanistan. 

 

From a prophetic standpoint, this may seem contrary to the position of 

Tarshish, who is to defend Israel in the latter days.  And the Tarshish power 

will ultimately stand on the mountains of Israel, defending 

(unsuccessfully) Israel.  But there must be a reason why the great defender 

of Israel is allowed to be totally destroyed by the advancing Northern Host.  

And that reason will be the betrayal of Israel over the years, both as regards 

the anti-Israeli action of the British government in the establishing of Israel 

along with the many United Nations votes against Israel supported by 

Britain, and the recent anti-Israel position of the Obama administration 

along with this current betrayal, in arming Israel’s enemies.  No matter 

how disobedient Israel is, no nation can ever lift their hands against the 

Lord’s anointed, and escape punishment. 

 

The second major and unique event coming out of Afghanistan has been 

the United States abandoning its responsibilities to NATO.  The 

relationship between the United States and NATO frayed in the Trump 

years, and NATO leaders openly rejoiced to see Joe Biden elected 

president, believing that all things would return to what had previously 

been the normal.  Eight months into his presidency, the picture now looks 

very different, as the United States left NATO allies surprised at the 

Afghanistan withdrawal. 

 

 A French News Agency reported this. 

'Domino effect'– 

"The troop withdrawal sparked a domino effect" that culminated in 

the Taliban sweeping back into power, said [Angela] Merkel, whose 

country provided the second biggest contingent of troops in the 

NATO operation after the US. 

 

"For the many who have built on the progress and freedom—

especially women—these are bitter events," she said. 

 

The leader of her party had harsher words, calling the entire 

Afghanistan operation a disaster for NATO. 

 

"It is the biggest debacle that NATO has suffered since its founding, 

and we're standing before an epochal change," said Armin Laschet, 
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who is the conservative candidate to succeed Merkel as chancellor in 

September's elections. 

 

The focus at the moment must be on the German military's evacuation 

operation from Afghanistan, he said. 

 

"But we will talk about the causes and conclusions drawn after this 

rescue mission—a no-holds-barred analysis of errors in Germany, 

with our allies and in the international community," he said. 

 

The “epochal change” the future Chancellor referenced may very well be 

a change in looking at the reliance on the United States for defense, and 

focusing more on Europe’s defence of itself, no doubt with the assistance 

of Russia.  This would be in harmony with Bible prophesy which demands 

that Germany and France, with Russia, are hostile to the Tarshish powers. 

 

 
"It is a fact that some occupying positions of authority in the [Central] 

Ecclesias, do not know Andrewism when they see it, though they wax 

eloquent about the 'blasphemy' of certain statements that are in accordance 

with the Truth" (H.P. Mansfield, Logos,  July 1971, p. 382).  

 

 

Hints For Bible Markers 
Psalm 15:2 

 
 “He that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness, and speaketh the 

truth in his heart.” 

 

To put our hands to the plowshare and “worketh righteousness” reminds 

us, again, that we must understand the will and commands of our Lord. 

For, how can we serve our Lord and Master if we do not know his 

commands? “Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that 

needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Timothy 

2:15). “For this is the love of God, that we keep his commandments: and 

his commandments are not grievous” (1 John 5:3).  

 

When we speak, we must “speaketh the truth in his heart” “for those things 

which proceed out of the mouth come forth from the heart; and they defile 

the man. For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, 

fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies” (Matthew 15:18-19). Our 

word is to be our bond, our yea means yea and or nay means nay. Our 
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word is a promise, a covenant to be kept. It is a requirement of our God 

that we do so. The Deity keeps His covenants and expects no less from us. 

We are not to abandon our word, our promises, our covenants, even to our 

own hurt.  It is the way of the world to keep their word so long as it is in 

their best interest, but as soon as it becomes an inconvenience it is cast off 

and forgotten. The word of the men of the world means little if anything 

at all. It should not be so with the brethren of Christ.   

 

Psalm 15:3 
 

“He that backbiteth not with his tongue, nor doeth evil to his neighbor, 

nor taketh up a reproach against his neighbor.” 

 

When brethren get together our conversation may not always be on the 

nearness of the return of Christ, or on the word itself, but it should not be 

on the trite gossip of worldly things. Our speech should be pleasing to our 

Heavenly Father. 

 

 When troubles, trials, evil, comes our way we would do well to remember 

the last part of this verse, “nor taketh up a reproach against his neighbor.” 

The natural inclination is to complain and seek solace from our friends by 

speaking against those who would trouble us. Yet, the scriptural command 

is (Ephesians 4:31) “Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamor, 

and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all malice:” 

 

We would close with a quote on “backbiting” from our bro. Roberts who 

wrote in Diary of a Second Voyage to Australia, “It was expressly declared 

in Psalm 15, that they who indulged in that almost  universal practice 

would not be admitted to the Kingdom of God. This was a future penalty 

of unspeakable terror: but even now, there was a terrible plague following 

in the  wake of back-biting. Backbiting was to bite a person when their 

back was turned: to  speak against them when their back was turned.  

 

The rule about the matter is simple.  We are, of course, all of us more or 

less faulty and short-coming: but we are not allowed to speak about each 

other’s faults, still less to help in  circulating reports that might be untrue. 

We are allowed to confess our own faults; or  if our neighbor’s faults are 

serious, we are allowed to speak of them to him “between  thee and him 

alone.”  

 

We’re not allowed to, “Go up and down among our people as  talebearers,” 

or to make ourselves “Busy bodies in other men’s matters.” Our part is to 

be silent about our neighbors unless you have something good to say.” 
 
Continued next month should the Lord will                                        bro. Beryl Snyder 




